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According to the studies of epidemiologists and other
researchers of the workplace, university faculty may be at
high risk to alcoholism and other emotional/behavioral problems.

Additionally, it is an assumption of this study that

the university cannot adequately meet the needs of its con-

stituencies, students and the general public, without seri-

ously attending to the human needs of its own employees. For
these reasons, a university Employee Assistance Program

could be of signal benefit to the university and its employees, though no such program now exists in the Florida State

University System.
An examination of the literature confirmed the benefits of Employee Assistance Programs for a number of insti-

tutions of higher education, provided a description of some
of their special characteristics, and suggested that a the-

ory for such programs in higher education lies in conceiving of universities as human development organizations.

viii

A

questionnaire mailed to a random sample of faculty and ad-

ministrators on three campuses of the State University System sought information on the need for such a program, some

essential components, and the best approach to its implementation.

A 47% response to the questionnaire from a sample of
Respondents almost unani-

385 was considered very good.

mously affirmed the need for a faculty-employee assistance
program and the obligation of the university to implement
one.

They also favored program design by committee, use of

outside consultants, implementation through the Board of
Regents and the president's office combined, location in
the president's office administratively, and major medical

coverage for emotional/behavioral problems.

Opinions were

mixed on differentiating procedures between faculty/administrators and other employees.

A substantial number thought

referrals were more likely to come from supervisors and
least likely to come from peers.

A majority did not favor

a decentralized approach with the first point of contact

being in the individual's own department.
Sixty percent of the respondents were tenured; 26% were
union members.

Most (66%) were teaching or research faculty,

the remainder being chairmen or administrators.

represented the smallest group (6%)

.

Chairmen

Responses to all ques-

tions by the various categories of respondents tended to be

more similar than different.

ix

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A growing crisis for Western institutions has been
their increasing bureaucratization and depersonalization.
As individuals become less and less able to affect the

structures that govern their lives, they become increasingly alienated and withdraw from those structures into

egocentrism and narcissism.

This alienation in turn threat-

ens Western institutions, which become less and less viable

even as they grow in size and power.

Since the sixties, the cutting edge of this crisis has

been felt on college and university campuses.

Students re-

belled against their universities not only because they
were visible symbols of authority and close at hand, but
also because higher education accurately mirrored the de-

personalization that exists in Western society as a whole.
Today the debate goes on in learned journals and professional conferences and some reforms have been made, but
the drift of Western society in the seventies is still

clearly toward bureaucratization and the increasing isolation of the individual

(Lasch, 1977).

Many people in higher education struggle mightily to
find the elements of community and to begin building it on

their campus, all the while laboring to keep the proverbial
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alligators of inflation-ridden budgets and political opportunists at bay.

But there is one certain indicator often

overlooked in attempts to renew institutions of higher education, and that is the treatment accorded the individuals

who work for these institutions and depend on them for
their livelihood.

This is a basic assiimption of this study:

institutions and organizations that genuinely regard their
employees well may also treat their constituencies well;
those that do not cannot.

Statement of the Problem
In a definitive work on the problems of alcohol and

other problems in the workplace. Trice and Roman (1972) suggest that university employees, particularly faculty, may
be most at risk where behavioral/medical problems are concerned.

Low visibility of job performance, a characteris-

tic of university faculty, implies the greatest risk, not

because these individuals in the workplace are inherently
more likely to develop problems, but because they are subject to fewer social controls when they do.

Trice and Ro-

man cite 12 different risk factors within four groupings.
Emphasis is added to those factors thought to be more likely
to be characteristic of university personnel:

1.

Risks in which lack of visibility is most
prominent include occupying job positions
with nebulous production goals , occupying

3

positions in which hours of work and
schedules of output are flexible and
largely an individual option and occupying positions which keep the employee
out of the purview of supervisors and
work associates
,

.

2.

Risks where the absence of structure
is most prominent include work addiction, work-role removal and occupational
obsolescence, and entrance into a job
position which is new to the organization.

3.

The absence of social controls are (sic)
particularly prominent in job roles where
drinking is a part of the work role, job
roles in which an employee's deviant
drinking or drug use actually benefits
others in the organization, and instances
of mobility from a stressful job position
with considerable control of deviance into an equally stressful position with few
or no controls.

4.

Miscellaneous risk factors which may be
particularly relevant to drug use include role stresses which place individuals under severe strain but generally
preclude their acting to reduce tfie
stresses, organizational emphases on in tensely competitive struggles for scarce
rewards and the presence of illegal
drug users in the work place.
(p. 102)
,

Although the work of Trice and Roman was limited to alcohol and drug abuse, there is every indication that the
same risk factors hold true for such other work-performance

problems as emotional, marital and family.

Storm (1977)

points out what may already be surmised by logic:

that in

any given employee population, some percentage will be se-

riously troubled by personal problems, whether medical, alcohol and drug related, emotional, marital, family, financial.
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or other.

Still other employees will be on the road to

serious problems.

Most organizations do not have very effective procedures to deal with such employees, either for the organ-

ization's sake or the employee's.

In most organizations,

these employees are transferred, demoted, or even fired

when their work performance begins to suffer or their performance problems can no longer be ignored, even when the

organization has the best of intentions.
This situation can create far greater problems for a

university than for other, less people-oriented organizations.

Some of the malaise presently experienced by stu-

dents may be taken as symptomatic of the university bureaucracy's inability to deal effectively with its people problems.

In a speech to student personnel administrators in

San Francisco in 1975, theologian Robert McAfee Brown de-

scribed what he called the "new despair" among students of
the seventies:

a

student population so impressed by the

variety and immensity of current world problems that they
are overwhelmed by a sense of helplessness and hopelessness.

He places the responsibility for changing this at-

mosphere of despair into one of hope squarely on the colleges and universities and asks whether they, in fact, will

simply mirror the impersonal and changeless structure of
the rest of society.

More pointedly, he said:
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Can educational structures be humanized or not?
.
.
As long as students find universities unresponsive to hxaman needs, they will have no
reason to feel that anything beyond, such as
the Justice Department or the White House or
General Motors, is likely to be responsive to
human needs.
(Brown, 1975, p. 19)
.

Moreover, he raised important questions:

Will we not have to raise some fundamental
questions about the style of life of the college or university, if we expect to produce
anything but students for whom despair is the
overriding reality?
The enemy appears
to be depersonalization.
Can our colleges and
universities become places where people count
as people and not as objects?
If, in this
relatively manageable environment of limited
numbers in a limited space, we cannot find new
possibilities to further community, in what
ways can we expect students to create community
in the infinitely more vast arenas to which they
will emigrate after graduation?
(1975, p. 19)
.

.

.

.

.

.

Brown wonders whether the universities can become
"breeding grounds for hope" for their constituents, and

rhetorically asks how this could be possible while giving
lip service to the value of the "whole person."

Meanwhile,

procedures become increasingly impersonal and supposedly
"value-free" policies and actions reinforce a bureaucratic

standard profile rather than accommodate the individual.
He suggests simply that it is past time for educators'

deeds to match their fine words.

Administrators must often feel at a loss on hearing
exhortative sermons such as Brown's.
Increase one's private virtue?

What is to be done?

Greater vigilance against

.
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a

Nixon-Watergate philosophy in the organization?

Once

again the simplest corrective actions prove the most elu-

While these suggestions may prove efficacious, the

sive.

real remedy is more immediate and more difficult:

it is

careful attention to the treatment of others in the com-

munity and in the workplace especially, not only the students, but also the employees

— peers,

superiors, and subor-

dinates.
The author believes that there is nowhere that this

concern could prove more beneficial to both the organization and the individual

— employee

or constituent

— than

in

a humane and practical policy for employees with behav-

ioral/medical problems.

It is such an obvious area of

need that most organizations do evince some concern through
sick leave and insurance policies with certain medical benefits.

However, there are still large areas where these

problems trouble both the individual and the organization
seriously, and such procedures as there are tend to be inadequate, inappropriate, or even primitive (Roman, 1977a)

A number of articles in both the popular and the "trade
press have examined behavioral/medical problems in the workplace and their costs to both the organization and the individual, including such publications as Business Week

Street Journal

,

Labor Management Alcoholism Journal

Resident and Staff Physician

.

,

,

In a university, where

Wall
and
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teaching is a major function, these problems may also be
said to exist.

An article on elementary and secondary

teachers, by Harlin (1976)

relates to teaching.

,

articulates the problem as it

Harlin describes ten areas of health

concern for teachers, including the emotional or psychosomatic and systemic.

The former is one of the most common

reasons for teachers missing work and can have the most

negative effects on students.

There is a wide range,

everything from moodiness to depression, anxiety, schizophrenia, and alcohol and drug abuse.

One New York physi-

cian says that next to colds, stomach problems are the most

common complaint of teachers, often making them difficult
for students and impossible to work with.

In a case cited,

change of employment was not necessary because the teacher
sought medical advice and heeded it.
But the problem is not usually as simple as that.

Al-

coholism is on the rise nationwide among teachers but is
often overlooked by co-workers and supervisors.

Teachers

fear the reactions of administrators and peers and alcohol

abuse programs are rare.

Harlin, Director Health Services

Seattle Public Schools, and Jerrich, Executive Director

American School Health Association, Founder National Center
for Health and Leadership in Education, hope their study of

teacher health will lead to "improved health of school personnel, inproved school environmental conditions, increased

.
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job performance and satisfaction, and a savings of tax dol-

lars"

(1976, p.

66)

The problem might very well be put another way.

Gor-

don, in the Chamber of Commerce publication Michigan Chal-

lenge (1973)

asserts that if companies with unwritten pol-

,

icies on alcohol/behavioral/medical problems actually wrote

those policies out, they might look something like this:

Notice to All Employees:
Do you have a drinking problem, emotional illness, or other drug dependency problem? If so,
management challenges you to outsmart us and
keep your problem concealed from management
and we will pay you several thousand dollars
in group hospitalization, sick leave, and other
fringe benefits.
If you should fail, however,
and we learn about your condition, your employment may be terminated.
(p. 27)

Rule of thumb figures on the extent of the "troubled em-

ployee" problem often are estimated as 10% of a given work
force, about 5% troubled with alcoholism and 5% with other

problems

— emotional,

(Storm, 1977)

.

medical, financial, marital and so on

Although these figures connote the serious-

ness of the problem, and some organizational experiences bear

them out, they are probably a bit inflated.

Roman (1978)

says that a survey of top executives in companies both with

and without programs to deal with troubled employees indi-

cates that nearly all disagree with the rule of thumb figures,

seeing the actual percentages in their organization as
smaller.

However, it is abundantly clear that, protestations

;
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of defensive managers to the contrary, no organization is

exempt from this problem.
Trice and Roman estimate that the problems of alcohol
and drug abuse in the workplace affect between

3

and 4% of

the work population, and by extension, they say most expe-

rience indicates that the frequency of other employee problems, such as emotional ones, is a comparable figure, or

another

3

or 4%.

The significance of these figures, how-

ever, may not be immediately apparent:

This figure might seem minute, and a problem
of such low prevalence might not appear worthy
of a management's attention.
When the potential impact of any one deviant drinker is considered, however, the relevance of the problem
for organizational functioning mounts rapidly.
In other words, the disruptive consequences of
deviant drinking may far exceed the cost entailed if 4% of the work force were absent or
simply sat at their jobs and did practically
nothing. The very essence of a work organization is the interdependence of job performances.
Deviance by one employee may "reverberate" beyond his work station or desk, sometimes disrupting an entire organization. Thus the prevalence figures alone do not tell the full
story.
(1972, p. 2)

Trice and Roman report several consequences of alco-

holism or other drug abuse on job behaviors:

considerably

lowered efficiency (except with early amphetamine use)

surprisingly low turnover; time and energy spent by deviant drinkers and their co-workers and supervisors in coverup activities; and high rates of absenteeism.

On-the-job

accident rates were not unusually high, however, compared
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with median accident rates

,

probably due in part to extra

caution and the above-mentioned absentee rates.

About absenteeism among high-status workers, these
authors say that actual absenteeism may remain relatively
low, whereas "on-the-job" absenteeism is high:

A district sales manager expressed this attitude, "I had an ingrained sense of duty and it
would not be drowned in alcohol. In all my
years of work I was conscientious about being
on the job, so as badly as I would feel I would
get up, shake it off, and go to work." A university professor stated that his "abhorrence
of irresponsibility" did not leave him even
when he became fully dependent on alcohol,
while others spoke of maintaining high standards for themselves. Obviously these jobs
provided opportunities for lower visibility
and on-the-job absenteeism not available to
lower-status workers.
This continued presence on the job helped
convince the deviant employees that they were
still normal. A production engineer rationalized this way:
"As long as you appeared at
places when you were expected to, and as long
as you did some sort of skeleton thing, pretending to do your job
all these things
.
meant that you did not have the problem you
knew you really had.
Somehow, it was not
getting the better of me. .
I could go to
to work."
(1972, p. 137)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The effects of deviant drinking on the job are de-

scribed from several studies cited in Trice and Roman.

For

example, blue collar workers tend to turn in poor work per-

formances after benders or in late stages of alcoholism

through absenteeism and sharp declines in work efficiency.
White collar performance, however, may actually improve

.
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through compensation, since white collar alcoholics report
steady promotions through early and middle stages of alcoholism.

Some of these workers did not have hard and fast

work standards to be measured against, but the pattern of
compensating through short-term, improved performance seems
Meanwhile, the promotions served to en-

well established.

hance the alcoholics
tervention.

'

denial system and prevent early in-

Of overall studies, supervisors ranked "ne-

glecting details formerly attended to," "lower quantity of
work," and "lower quality of work" as first of 44 possible

job-related impairments for alcoholics, and alcoholics were
rated "the worst" in performance compared to psychotics,

neurotics and normals (Trice

&

Roman, 1972)

At the end of his San Francisco speech. Brown asserts
that only when administrators' work has its own inner integrity will students learn enduring values and respond
creatively.

Surely a program that is designed to reach

people in need of help at the same time that it improves
the functioning of the organization is a creative response
to solving real problems and is a strong affirmation of

truly hximan values.

Here is an opportunity, an obligation

to do work with integrity:

to implement a policy and a

program that will effectively reach and help the troubled
employees of the university and enhance the whole university community.

This approach already exists and has proven

most successful in a variety of settings, including higher

.
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education.

It is called an employee assistance program

(EAP)

Definition of Terms
Occupational Programs
For purposes of this study, an occupational program
is defined as a managerial procedure designed to identify,

confront, and refer seriously troubled employees within a

work organization and to provide all employees with a means
of seeking help should they so desire.

The purpose of an

occupational program is not only to help the individual but
also to improve the functioning and output of the organization.

Employee Assistance Programs

These programs adopt the broadest possible approach
for an occupational program.

They seek to reach the trou-

bled employee through declining job performance, and also
offer employees assistance before work performance is ad-

versely affected.

Some employee assistance programs (EAP)

offer a strong prevention element and conduct programs of

personal development.

Troubled Employee
This term refers to any member of a work organization,

non-professional, professional, or managerial, who has

.
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behavioral/medical problems of such a nature as to affect

work performance adversely or which would motivate that
person to seek help.

Need for the Study
In mid-1977, there were 22 occupational programs ex-

isting or being implemented in institutions of higher learning in the United States

number had grown to 38,

(Godwin, 1977).

By mid-1978, this

(UM/EAP, unpublished paper, 1978)

still a very small number for the large number of colleges
and universities in the country, but indicating an increase
in interest.

Annual conferences on Employee Assistance

Programs in Higher Education have been held since 1975 under the sponsorship of the National Institute of Alcohol

Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) and, since 1976, in co-sponsorship with the University of Missouri-Columbia

(UM)

NIAAA has borne a national leadership role for the development of occupational programs since the founding of its
Occupational Programs Branch in 1972.

Its past director,

Ernest P. Noble, told an Atlanta audience of occupational

programmers in 1977 that NIAAA was interested in new techniques and alternative approaches to improve occupational
programs generally, but that a plateau of innovation had

probably been reached, excepting one area.
now

...

"What we need

is the development of effective occupational
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programs to cover employed people in occupations and professions in which supervision is remote or unstructured."
{Southeastern Occupational Program Training Conference
[SOPTC]

,

pages unnumbered)

Godwin, chief of NIAAA's Occupational Programs Branch,
says that three criteria stand out as NIAAA strives to de-

velop the OP concept in the future:

proposals should in-

corporate a new model or a significant modification of an
old one (e.g., for a specific population); they should have
a strong

evaluation component; and they should emphasize

strategies for early identification of troubled employees
in the professions or other relatively unstructured set-

tings.

He cites NIAAA's demonstration project at the Uni-

versity of Missouri-Columbia as an example of a model incorporating these emphases.

The results seem to indicate

that the program works by the mere fact of its existence,
i.e., through peer pressure and self-referrals.

Focus on

job performance, however, is largely abandoned, at least
for faculty and administration.

In an unpublished paper

distributed at the 197 8 Conference on Employee Assistance
Programs in Higher Education, the UM/EAP staff confess that
the problem of how to evaluate academic performance remains

baffling, and they surmise that the same is true in other

universities.

The situation is likened to civil service

systems where it is practically impossible to fire anyone
and job performance criteria are elusive.

.

.
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It remains, then, to promote occupational programs in

higher education and to develop a performance-based program
for faculty and professional/managerial staff.

Not only

is NIAAA interested in developing a performance-based pro-

gram for universities and professionals, but the perfor-

mance-based program is still the most effective and proven
approach (Trice

&

Roman, 1972)

Occupational programs are people-oriented programs
that belong especially in people-oriented organizations
such as universities.

They enjoy high rates of success

where they are implemented, but there are special considerations in adapting them to institutions of higher education and indeed in adapting them to any local situation,
such as the Florida State University System or an individual campus

Purpose of the Study
This study attempts to build a theoretical and data
base for an employee assistance program for use in the Florida State University System (SUS)

.

In doing so, it examines

the following questions:
1.

What are the elements in the literature for a theory of employee assistance programs in higher edu-

cation?
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2.

Have faculty and administrators in the State Uni-

versity System encountered personal problems among
their peers that could affect work performance?
3.

Do faculty and administrators in the State Univer-

sity System perceive a faculty/employee assistance

program as necessary and/or desirable on their cam-

]

I

pus?
4.

What are some essential components of an employee
assistance program model for the State University
System?

5.

What is the best approach to implementation of an
employee assistance program in the State University System on both a local and system-wide level?

6.

From the literature, what is a realistic approach
to the performance evaluation component of an em-

ployee assistance program where faculty are concerned?

Rationale
The effectiveness of occupational programs lies in a

powerful conjunction of forces that includes

desire of individuals to keep their jobs,

(2)

(1)

the strong

the fact that

serious personal problems nearly always become obvious in

impaired work performance one way or another,

(3)

an organ-

ization's expectation that employees perform adequately, and

i

i
I
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(4)

the fact that confidential help is available in the

right place at the right time.

"Constructive confronta-

tion," the process whereby a supervisor confronts an em-

ployee with his

or her declining work performance and of-

fers professional help before invoking disciplinary action,
is the heart of an occupational program.

Trice and Roman

call it "one of the few legitimate avenues, save police

power," for an effective intervention into a deviant's
life that can motivate a change in behavior (1972, p. 171).

There is no need for supervisors to become diagnosticians

— that

may in fact be counterproductive.

What is re-

quired is simply that the supervisor be skilled in his/her
basic responsibility of judging job performance and being

equipped to refer employees with impaired performance.
Once an organization has a clear-cut policy on behavioral/

medical problems that emphasizes early intervention and effective confrontation, and which is consistently supported
on all levels of management and union, a high potential for

success at prevention and rehabilitation exists in the su-

pervisor's role.

Such potential exists because it is the

supervisor who has both the contact with the troubled employee and the power to take action when a change in behavior is imperative.

This condition is particularly true in

the employee assistance program, which places clear-cut re-

sponsibilities on supervision and offers a broad-based mental health approach to employee performance problems.

.
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Evidence of the success of the occupational program

concept is ample.

For example, where success is defined

as a return to satisfactory job performance and improvement
in relationships with individuals or functioning in the

community, E.I. duPont de Nemours

&

Co., with an occupa-

tional alcohol program, reports a 66% success rate with
950 alcoholics referred for treatment.

Bethlehem Steel

Corporation reports a 60% success rate, and Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co., an 80% success rate
1977)

.

(Storm,

Comparatively new programs in higher education, at

the University of Missouri or Boston College, for example,

report similar rates of success

(see Chapter II)

In applying the OP concept to higher education, Roman
(1977b)

points out the necessity of recognizing the social

and hierarchical realities of an organization.

While one

policy may be written for all employees, procedures, which
are essentially what motivate an employee to use the program, should not be the same for all.

Rather, procedures

should be written to fit the population they are intended
for

— physical

plant employees, say, or faculty, and train-

ing programs and referral agencies should likewise be tai-

lored or selected for a specific employee population.

The

procedures must be written to fit the population or they may
be unworkable.

More specifically, Roman (1978) concludes that nonacademic staff present no special problems to implementing
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an employee assistance program in light of experience with

program implementation in business or governmental settings.

Faculty, on the other hand, have a separate ad-

ministrative structure and indeed are recognized as an essentially different group from non-academic staff, and as

professionals therefore require a different approach than
the traditional industrial model.
If policy and procedures are to be tailored to differ-

ing groups within the organization, the best source for the

initiation and implementation of those policies is not so
easily determined.

The Tulane Project (Roman, 1977a) stud-

ied 100 Federal civilian installations to check the effec-

tiveness of the Federal employee alcoholism policy legislated four years earlier in 1970.

The inescapable conclu-

sion was that when a program is simply mandated from the
top dov/nward to local installations,
(SOPTI, no. p.).

"not much happens"

Similarly, the Florida State Policy on Al-

coholism (see Appendix

B)

is a sound and humane statement

on the problem, but its application at the local level is

likely to be uneven, at best.

Wattenbarger (1974)

,

however, cites the growth of cen-

tral bureaucracies at the state level in public higher edu-

cation and asserts that, since that is where the power is,
there

is

level.

It is only logical to infer, then, that while

a

commensurate need for leadership at that

20

top-down program implementation may not of itself be very
effective, leadership at that level is essential.
In sum, it is the assumption of this study that one

of the obligations of the university is to its employees

and that it cannot adequately meet the needs of its con-

stituencies, students and general public, without seriously

attending to the human needs of those employees.

It is a

further assumption that the OP concept is a significant and

necessary step in that direction which may bring untold

benefit not only to individuals but also to the university
as a community and an organization.

For an employee assis-

tance program to be properly implemented in public higher

education, consideration must be given to an effort at both
the grassroots and the state coordinating levels.
a program to be truly effective,

For such

a process must be found

whereby the quality of faculty performance may be determined.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

In this review of the literature the following topics

will be considered:

the history of occupational programs

in the U.S., existing programs in higher education, the

likenesses and differences between industrial programs and

programs in higher education, implementation of a program
on campus, a theory of occupational programs in higher ed-

ucation, and faculty evaluation as it relates to occupa-

tional programs.

History of Occupational Programs
in the United States
The history of occupational programs is one of growth

from a courageous albeit narrowly-defined emphasis on al-

coholism to a broad program of prevention that has become
a

major innovation in the mental health field.

James Bax-

ter (1978) links the establishment of occupational programs
to the founding of Alcoholics Anonymous

School of Alcohol Studies in the 1930 's.

(AA)

and the Yale

The earliest pro-

grams were established at E.I. duPont de Nemours
the Eastman Kodak Co.

&

Co., and

in the early forties, with Consoli-

dated Edison and Allis-Chalmers following closely behind.
In an interesting anecdote concerning Allis-Chalmers, Baxter
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points out the high level of interest on the part of man-

agement because of the obvious economic advantages

,

and on

the part of unions because of a fraternal, humanitarian

concern and the desire to save jobs.

Only the medical di-

rector balked at treating alcoholism as a straightforward

medical problem (until the program became a clear success)
an obstinacy and opportunism which Baxter says has charac-

terized the medical profession down to the present day.
Baxter also points out that these early programs usually depended upon the fervor of a newly recovered alcoholic who wished to share his sobriety with the whole world.

As such, these programs were then purely alcohol abuse pro-

grams concerned with identifying employees who exhibited a

pronounced alcoholic behavior.

Consequently, they were suc-

cessful in reaching only late stage alcoholics whose behavior had so deteriorated that their alcoholism could no

longer be concealed.

Supervisors, also, trained to spot

alcoholic behavior, were reluctant to tag an employee with
the socially opprobrious term "alcoholic."
a great deal of cover-up,

The result was

at least until the alcoholic had

clearly passed all acceptable limits of behavior.
It was not until the sixties, when the work of Trice,

Roman, and Belasco established job performance criteria as
the means of identifying the troubled employee that measuring job performance alone became an accepted principle of

occupational programs.

Supervisors were then trained to

spot not alcoholic behavior but declining job performance.

.
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It was also at this time that Presnall and von Wiegand

of the National Council on Alcoholism (NCA) described the

rough measures of dollar loss from alcoholism.

They re-

ported that approximately 5% of a given work force may have
alcohol problems, that this situation results in approximately a 25% salary loss for employers, and that a good

occupational program will reach about 20% of these individuals in its first year of operation, achieving a 60-80%
recovery rate.

From these rule-of -thumb figures, a company

can approximate its present alcohol dollar loss and the

savings it can achieve with an occupational program (Baxter, 1978

,

p.

10)

The Comprehensive Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism Prevention, Treatment and Rehabilitation Act of 1970

(PL 91-616)

and the founding of NIAAA's Occupational Programs Branch in
1972 gave added impetus to occupational programs.

Seeking

the most effective way to prevent alcoholism, NIAAA adopted
a "broad-brush" or Employee Assistance Program approach and

began promoting occupational programs.

But the occupational

program effort is still relatively new and business and industry have not yet shown themselves ready to embrace the
concept unanimously.

Most recent estimates indicate there are between one
and two thousand occupational programs in the nation (Storm,
1977)

.

Presently active in promoting occupational programs

are the following:

Labor-Management Committee of NCA,
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chaired by James Roche and George Meany; various programs
sponsored by NIAAA, including the United Labor of Missouri
program, individual grants for occupational program consultants, and the University of Missouri Employee Assistance

Program (UMEAP)

;

and the Association of Labor-Management Ad-

ministrators and Consultants on Alcoholism (ALMACA)

.

In

Florida, the Florida Occupational Program Connittee, Inc.,
(FOPC)

acts as an organization of all those whose work or

interests include occupational programs.

Occupational Programs in
Higher Education
Of the 38 occupational programs existing in higher ed-

ucation, several stand out as leading examples of effective

programs by virtue of their comprehensiveness or longevity
or both.

Those examined here include programs at the Uni-

versity of Missouri, the University of Delaware, Boston College, Rutgers University, Appalachian State University, and

the Rochester Institute of Technology.

These programs il-

lustrate different approaches in similar and dissimilar in-

stitutions .

University of Missouri-Columbia Employee Assistance
Program (UMEAP
)

The first of these programs, at the University of Mis-

souri-Columbia, is one of the more noteworthy because it has
been, since its inception in the fall of 1975, an
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NIAAA-sponsored project intended as a model for occupational programs in higher education.

Its director, Richard

Thoreson, describes the UMEAP as "a referral resource for

University employees who are having problems persistent

enough to interfere with their job performance," a program
using the "broad brush" approach to job performance problems such as alcohol, drugs, marital, legal, parent-child,

medical, psychological.

The focus is always upon deteri-

oration of job performance as a function of persistent personal problems

(1977, p.

31).

Dr. Herbert Schooling

(1977)

was chancellor at the Uni-

versity of Missouri when the program was implemented and
through its first three years of operation.

He cites these

reasons for its implementation:
1.

The university is a "high personnel utilization kind of

enterprise," with about 70% of the University of Missouri's

budget going for salaries and wages.

That means the uni-

versity is highly dependent on the quality of its personnel,
and if quality suffers, the whole university will be ad-

versely affected.
2.

A university is very sensitive to public opinion, and

it is people who work for the university who will determine

the positive or negative tone of that opinion.

How well

they are perceived to perform their jobs, the services they

render around the state, and their own positive feelings
about their work are the determiners of public opinion.
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Chancellor Schooling also delineates the elements he
considers most important for the University of Missouri's
it has an Advisory Committee which is interested in

EAP:

the program, speaks for employees, and gives it credibility;

it is identified with the administration; and it is

recognized as a program for all employees.
The University of Missouri Employee Assistance Program

includes cooperative relationships among the campus counseling center, the credit union, and academic divisions
such as the law school and department of psychiatry.

program reports

This

a total of 175 direct referrals in its

first two years of operation (1975-1977)

,

21% of whom were

professional employees or faculty and 8% of whom were dependents.

The rest were hourly employees or other.

Demographic characteristics of referrals were similar
to those of university personnel as a whole.

Indirect or

self-referrals for those two years totaled 136, over 50% of

whom were faculty, exempt employees, or dependents.

In ad-

dition, the 1976-1977 figures represent more than a 100% in-

crease over the 1975-1976 figures for faculty and professional employees and nearly the same increase for hourly employees.

In other words, the second year of the program pro-

vided its larger margin of growth

— 2.4

times for direct re-

ferrals, 1.5-1.7 for indirect.

Of the estimated 7% troubled employees on the Univer-

sity of Missouri campus, approximately 10% were reached the

1

i
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first year and 30% the second.

A follow-up on 77 EAP cli-

ents through their supervisors reports an 81% improvement
of job performance within 60 days.

If 15% of salary is

taken as an index of deterioration of job performance

(a

figure commonly used and a low average of estimates by su-

pervisors and department chairmen)

,

the program saved

$82,74 6 over its costs in the second year of operation

(Thoresen et al., 1977).
Dr. Joseph White, Provost for Health Affairs at the

University of Missouri, says of the program:
I have participated in and observed our own
EAP program for the past three years.
As the third year of operation begins, we
can say without reservation that it has been
successful in solving job-related problems of
employees in a university community.
.

(1978, p.

.

.

3)

University of Delaware Employee Assistance Program
The first occupational program in higher education was

begun at the University of Delaware in early 1974.

It is

mentioned here because it was the first, because it emphasizes alcohol problems, and because it has probably the

most comprehensive policy extant in terms of treatment.
The Delaware program is a job performance program operated

under the auspices of the Provost

for faculty

and the

Vice President of Employee Relations for all other employees.

The program policy states that employees with more

than two years of service or tenure who are determined by

.
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the University Psychiatrist and either of the two officers

mentioned above to have a drinking problem affecting their
work performance shall be eligible for treatment at a uni-

versity-selected treatment center for 30 days on a leavewith-pay status.

Employees with less than two years ser-

vice or without tenure are treated on an ad hoc basis.

No-

thing in the EAP procedures abrogates established university policies and procedures for dismissal

(Butler, 1976)

The complete policy statement may be found in Appendix C.

Boston College Faculty-Staff Assistance Program
The Boston College Faculty-Staff Assistance Program
(F-SAP) was established in 1975 and is aimed mainly at fac-

ulty.

It operates on a collegial model with an advisory

committee consisting of representatives of each academic
dean and of other identifiable constituencies such as the

union and hourly employees.

It presumes that the perfor-

mance-referral model does not apply, but of 40% responding
to a faculty survey, 76% said they would welcome interven-

tion by the department chairman!

The program is operated

out of the Department of Social Work and student interns
are often utilized for short-term counseling and referral.
Of 1500 employees at Boston College (525 of this num-

ber are full-time faculty), 110, approximately 8.9%, sought

help through the F-SAP between March, 1975, and May, 1977.
Their problems were identified as follows:

36,

alcohol and
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other drugs; 23, mental/physical health; 21, financial/
legal/housing; 20,

f ami ly /marital

;

6,

work/career;

4,

other (Masi, 1977).

Rutgers University Personnel Counseling Service
The University Personnel Counseling Service (UPCS) at

Rutgers has the following function as defined by Ann Baxter

(1977)

:

to attempt to identify employees whose
work performance had been or was about to be
negatively affected by one or more such factors (behavioral-emotional problems, alcoholism, financial difficulties)
and to offer
them and/or their families services designed
to remove these factors as barriers to the employee's career effectiveness.
(p. 34)
.

.

.

,

Baxter agrees with Masi that a short-term, in-house

counseling program is entirely appropriate for a university Employee Assistance Program.

Being on-campus, it

makes the program more accessible to the employee, and uni-

versity counselors are intimately acquainted with job-related problems

— the

second most common type at the UPCS.

There is also a preventative aspect in that employees will

frequently drop in just to explore whether they have a
problem, often uncovering a matter that can be cleared up

rather quickly.

Community resources are still used for

long-term counseling, but contact is maintained until the
case is resolved.
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Where students are concerned, however, the University
Personnel Counseling Service makes a sharp break from the

practice of the Boston College program.

Rather than mak-

ing use of interns and encouraging student participation,
the University Personnel Counseling Service completely di-

vorces itself from the student population.

Counselors car-

ry the rank of associate professor and regularly confer

with medical/psychiatric consultants.

This approach was

adopted in response to faculty who said from the beginning
that they "would not utilize the service if students were

among the counselors or were utilized in any other manner

whatsoever"

(A.

Baxter, 1977, p. 33).

Four hundred ninety-six employees have used the Uni-

versity Personnel Counseling Service since it opened in
September, 1974.

If 7% of the university population are

considered at risk, the 315 cases completed successfully
as of July, 1977 represent 75% of the at-risk population,

including 46% bf the faculty at risk.

The success rate,

also 75%, compares favorably with the 60-80% success rates

usually claimed for industrial programs.

Appalachian State University Employee Assistance Program

Appalachian State University (ASU) has 9,000 students,
500 full-time faculty, and 800 staff, and is located in the

relatively rural town of Boone, NC (pop. 12,500).

From

April, 1975 to July, 1977, 72 employees or dependents used

.
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the ASU program.

staff.

Twenty-five of these were faculty, 31

Fourteen were faculty dependents,

pendents.

Only 18,

7

2

were staff de-

faculty and 12 staff, were supervi-

sory referrals, the other being peer, family, or self-referrals.

Fifty-six of the total 72 were referred else-

where for further assistance.
lows:
36.

Major problems were as fol-

alcohol, 22, other drugs, 2, and marital problems,
Al Greene

(1978), the director of the program, points

out that the low number of supervisory referrals is to be
expected, given the nature of university programs.

How-

ever, another perspective might be to note the relatively

high number of "walk-in" referrals, since Trice and Roman
(1972)

have pointed out that supervisors are traditionally

reluctant to make referrals anyway, even in industry.
Greene also notes that "perhaps the chief advantage
to the university as base for an occupational program is

that much of the target group is well-educated and com-

mitted to personal and professional growth"

(1978, p.

45).

In addition, the organization of staff along more traditional industrial lines also generates referrals, but by sup-

pervisors
The Appalachian State University program is located

administratively and geographically on campus in the Psychological Services Center, which is the student counseling
service.

Counseling is free for students, but faculty and

staff pay a fee based on a sliding scale after their first
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visit.

The faculty counseling and consultation service is

provided by Greene himself, who has a one-quarter time release from teaching duties.

Indeed, the whole program,

from introduction to implementation to service provision,
has been the work of Al Greene alone.

Rochester Institute of Technology Employee Assistance
Program
The Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) Employee

Assistance Program is as much an in-house program as a referral program, and, like the University of Delaware Em-

ployee Assistance Program, it also is oriented toward alcohol problems.

Two alcohol treatment counselors work for

the program on a volunteer basis, and AA, Alanon, and Ala-

teen groups are available on campus or are in the planning
process.

One faculty member from the College of Business

has volunteered to help those with financial problems, and
a study of student drinking habits is being conducted as

part of the development of a Student Council on Alcohol.
Some employees helped by the RIT program have volunteered
to assist others with similar problems.

Of 51 RIT employees who contacted the Employee Assis-

tance Program between October, 1975 and August, 1977, 49

continued employment and
tarily.

2

eventually terminated volun-

Men and women who sought help were nearly equal

in number, with about one-third of the women and three-

fourths of the men being supervisory referrals.

About 50%
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were alcohol-related problems; the other half, financial,

marital and family, and emotional problems.
This sampling of existing occupational programs in

higher education gives some idea of their range, diversity, and effectiveness in several kinds of institutions.

The uniqueness of programs in higher education when com-

pared with industrial programs is discussed in the following section.

Employee Assistance Programs
in Higher Education and Industry

Employee Assistance Programs in business, industry,
and government have as their goal the elimination of job

performance problems through early intervention on behalf
of troubled employees, i.e., employees with behavioral/

medical/emotional problems such as alcoholism or marital
problems.

These programs are thought not only to help the

troubled employee, but also to offer the organization substantial savings in lost production time and in time spent
for the recruitment and training of new employees.

These programs focus on job performance as the chief
means for intervention with the troubled employee.

It is

assumed that serious behavioral/medical/emotional difficulty will almost inevitably lead to a clear pattern of poor

job performance over a period of time.

Consistent and sys-

tematic monitoring of job performance by supervisors, for

1

i

.

:
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all employees and over a period of time, will not fail to

identify the troubled employee.
The components of an employee assistance program which

make successful intervention possible are, in addition to

monitoring job performance:

a written policy statement

explaining that the organization considers behavioral/med-

ical/emotional problems to be like any other health problem,

that employees who seek help for these problems will

not be penalized in any way, and that help is available; a
set of written procedures for supervisors and employees using the program; explicit labor-management cooperation in

program development and operation; top level management
personnel responsible for the successful operation of the

program and the referral of employees to outside helping
resources; orientation of supervisors and shop stewards re-

garding their responsibilities in the program; dissemination of information about the program to all employees;

health insurance coverage for the problems the program is
intended to treat or prevent; and complete confidentiality
for all employees using the program (Storm, 1977)

Uniqueness of the University Setting
Several themes recur in the literature regarding the

problems and advantages in introducing an employee assistance program in a university setting.

Reichman (1977) de-

lineates six major differences between industry and higher

education

"
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1.

Colleges and universities are not guided by a single,

unifying purpose or group of purposes

.

In the words of

Robert M. Hutchins, they are characterized by "aimlessness
2.

.

Faculty members are often evaluated more by their

standing in their discipline than by their relationship to
their college.
3.

Colleges and universities are less hierarchical in or-

ganizational structure than business and industry.

Evalua-

tion of faculty is based more on peer bargaining than su-

pervision.
4

.

There is a strong belief among academic personnel that

intellectual activity is not measurable by precise standards
5.

.

Students

— those

most affected by faculty

— have

the least

power to bring about change through faculty evaluation, or
do not exercise what power they do have.
6.

Faculty/administration relationships are often charac-

terized by conflict and mistrust.

Administrators are re-

sponsible for the quality of the faculty, while the faculty usually decide who gets the rewards of the institution:

appointments, promotion, tenure.

Reichman summarizes what he calls

these negative fac-

tors this way:

Negatives
1.
2.

Multiple purpose of college and university
Peer evaluation often not real evaluation
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Faculty attachment to own discipline and
not to college
Impossible to evaluate faculty no standards
Conflict and mistrust between faculty and
administration.
(1977, p. 92)

3.

—

4.
5.

However, there are positive elements found in higher

education and not necessarily found in industry.

They of-

fer important advantages:
1.

Faculty are faced with a poor job market.

Mobility is

sharply decreased and tenure is being questioned.

Faculty

must now present good evidence of their work.
2.

Administrators are faced with a fairly static, aging

employee population.

If they want to improve their col-

lege, therefore, they must improve existing personnel.
3.

Most faculty have come to think that evaluation of

their performance centered around teaching, research, stu-

dent advisement, and administration is perfectly acceptable.

Most favor involvement of students, colleagues, and

chairmen.
4.

Faculty development, once limited to intra-disciplinary

improvements, has a new emphasis on teaching performance.
5.

There is greater recognition that a faculty member's

professional work is intimately connected with his/her personal life.

Professional development and quality of work

may be affected positively or negatively by health, family
life, or personal habits.

ment here:

Reichman points to an AAUP state-
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It is not only the character of the instruction
but the character of the instructor that counts.
If the student has reason to believe that the
instructor is not true to itself (sic)
the education is incalculably diminished.
(1977, p. 91)
,

6.

Employee Assistance Program training can capitalize on

the diversity and self-motivation characteristic of faculty

by aiming at faculty interests, thus generating intrinsic

satisfaction and more faculty involvement.
7.

Although faculty enjoy many privileges, universities

are still a bureaucracy with most of the power vested in

administrators who act as decision-makers like business
executives.

They, in cooperation and a spirit of mutual

concern with faculty, will determine the nature of the
training program.
8.

Unionization is encouraging the destruction of the col-

lege professor mystique and faculty are coming to accept

themselves as workers.

Reichman summarizes:
Positives
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

—

Faculty tied to university poor job market
Administrators must deal with faculty to
improve college
New emphasis on faculty development apart
from specialization
New emphasis on faculty evaluation
Recognition that professional work is connected with personal life
Diversity and intrinsic motivation makes
for in-depth involvement in areas of interest
College is a bureaucracy with most power
at the top
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8.

Mystique of college professor is being
diluted and perception as worker taking
over.

(1977, pp.

92-93)

Reichman suggests that the positives and negatives are
ends of a continuum, and that it is necessary to locate a

particular institution on that continuum to determine what

program elements should be emphasized.
Thoresen et al.

(1977)

distinguishes between program

elements common to all Employee Assistance Programs and
those unique to universities.
are:

1)

Those common to all programs

a basic emphasis on job performance,

training program for supervisors,
ing cost effectiveness,
5)

confidentiality,

6)

4)

3)

2)

a formal

a means of articulat-

linkages with treatment resources,

high-level support, and

7)

a

guiding

committee for the program.

Program elements which are unique to a university are
described by Thoresen by means of six questions:
1.

Is cost effectiveness in terms of faculty and staff pro-

ductivity important in a university, and if it is can it be

measured?
Herein lies one of the fundamental dilemmas
found in a university setting, this being that
the basic qualities of a first-rate university
simply do not lend themselves at all well to
quantitative analysis. How, for example, do
we measure quantitatively the profound impact
that a fine teacher may have on the minds of
several of his most promising students? How
do we measure, in addition, the subtle inculcation of values that permeate teacher-student
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interactions, and exert a profound, and hopefully, positive influence on the student's future contribution to society? Universities,
to be charitable, are not particularly cost
effective.
There is no special incentive that
is built into a university's reward system for
efficient performance.
(1977, p. 63)

Applied to faculty, the performance goal of adding to
scholarship is vague and illusive and must be made more
specific in a program for faculty.
2.

Who is a supervisor?

Not only are deans, department

chairmen, and other officials supervisors, but many other

university personnel and faculty have responsibilities for
other employees.

An orientation toward "good supervision"

becomes critical in the training process.
3.

How may the principles of academic freedom and self -di-

rection that make for Nobel Prize winners and the monitoring of work performance be reconciled in a way that permits

intervention in time of personal crisis?

Here Thoresen al-

ludes to the Trice and Roman study (1972) and notes that
the very elements that encourage Nobel Prize winners

dom and self-direction

— also

— free-

produce the greatest risks of

deviant drinking and drug abuse in the absence of supervision and low visibility of job performance.

The interac-

tion of university environment and individual behavior sug-

gests a developmental approach to a university program.
4.

What are the typical tasks, crises, rewards of univer-

sity academic personnel?

Here Thoresen concludes that there
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is a natural decline in performance in an aging university

faculty, and that a developmental approach will distinguish

between this natural trend and significant deterioration
resulting from other causes.
5.

Are the personal crises of alcohol abuse, divorce, and

depression typical of middle-aged male faculty predominant
in most universities?

Epidemiological studies indicate

this is indeed the case, and that there is a special, pro-

tective rationalization attached to the professions by so-

ciety that prevents them from confronting these problems
(Robe, 1977)

.

Confrontation in a university setting is

further prevented by a confusion between this protection
and academic freedom.

Thoresen concludes that education

and an indirect approach generating self-referrals is the

proper response.
6.

What is the principal reward system for non-academic

and support staff?

These staff are strongly differentiated

from an elite faculty by salary and relative organizational
neglect.

Non-academic staff must be thought of as an im-

portant part of the university ecosystem and included in

program planning.
Thoresen goes on to delineate the elements unique to
a university program as follows:
1)

an emphasis on both remedial and developmental

components, or in other terms, both treatment
and prevention;
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2)

an emphasis on early intervention as secondary

prevention and threrfore on self-referrals, es-

pecially in a setting where self-development is
stressed and performance is not easily measured;
3)

a longer period of time allowed for implementa-

tion of a thorough program, because of the greater complexity of universities and the reluctance

of faculty to cooperate with the bureaucracy;
4)

a need to respect the special characteristics

of a university, such as taking advantage of

existing university resources like on-campus

counseling services or expertise;
5)

an orientation training program that includes

all of these modes of prevention, i.e., not

only supervisory skills and confrontation but
also faculty and staff development.

Supervision of Faculty and Administrators
Hank Riggs (Besch, et al., 1977), an associate professor in microbiology at the University of Missouri, cites

several difficulties he sees in implementing an occupational

program for faculty:
1.

Evaluating performance is complicated by the functional

separation of department chairmen or deans and their facul-

ty—there

is very little contact between the

lack of specific duties in faculty contracts.

two— and

the

Riggs calls
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this situation "the biggest loophole in getting the faculty

involved in an Employee Assistance Program,"

(p.

61)

i.e.,

through job performance.
2.

Most tenured faculty cannot be dismissed except through

budgetary strictures or moral turpitude.
3.

Relationships between faculty and their supervisors

(chairmen or deans) are usually more colleague-friend than

supervisor-employee in nature.

Also, in many departments

the chairmanship is rotated among the faculty.
4.

Persons in the professions, especially in the medical

profession, are very protective and would generally prefer
to try to handle problem faculty among themselves rather

than referring to a university wide program.

Wrich (1977) asserts that the differences between industry and higher education are no greater than among industries themselves or among universities themselves.

For

example, there is a vast difference between the University
of Minnesota

(40,000-50,000 students) and St. John's Uni-

versity (1,000 students).

As another example, he points

out that the University of Missouri has rotating department

chairmen, but the Burlington Northern and the Soo Line rail-

roads have crews with rotating supervisors.

occupational programs.

All three have

Likewise, just as faculty lack well-

defined job descriptions, so do many other professional positions:

lawyers, researchers, and therapists.

Wrich also

claims that if businesses can fail because of personnel
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problems, so can university departments or even universities themselves once word gets around that they are not

functioning.

Roman (1978) cites measurement of job performance as
a serious

barrier to implementing a performance based pro-

gram among faculty.

Productivity and creativity in the

university setting do not lend themselves to ordinal scales,
and teaching effectiveness has not been measurable since

goals and outcomes of teaching remain unclear.

The result

is that only the more obvious indicators of the most seri-

ous problems

— chronic

absenteeism, very bizarre behavior,

and so on, signify declining performance.

Roman also describes the "guild-like" behavior of faculty as a more or less exclusive club.

Separated from out-

siders, there is a high tolerance and even encouragement of

eccentric behavior, so that only the most extreme acts are
likely to cause confrontation by a supervisor.

Belasco and Trice (1969) warn of assuming that tolerant attitudes toward mental difficulties and alcoholism in-

crease the chances for confrontation and referral; rather
the opposite is the case:

less tolerant attitudes produce

confrontation-related action.

The evidence here is that

the lower the tolerance of the supervisor for deviant be-

havior, the greater his willingness to confront, and con-

sequently, the more likely the employee will receive needed
help.

Positive attitudes on the part of supervisors toward
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deviant employees considerably diminish the likelihood of

confrontation and of the employee's receiving help.

The

aim of effective training, then, is to diminish the tolerance of supervisors toward deviant employees.
Trice and Roman report that lack of social distance

between supervisor and subordinate is probably the chief
reason for the high tolerance often shown toward deviant
drinking.
(1977)

Roman notes that studies by Trice and Beyer

indicate that the greater the social distance be-

tween supervisor and employee, the greater the likelihood
of confrontation with problem-drinking employees.

But, of

course, department chairmen are more like peers, leading

Roman to conclude that
the social distance between chairpersons and
their subordinates is extremely low, that relatively weak supervision of faculty is an institutionalized part of academic life, and
that the likelihood of confrontation and crisis precipitation in such circumstances is indeed low.
(1978, p. 126)

Roman also points out that two incentives to supervisory action regarding poor performers normally present in

industry are absent from the university setting.

These are

the evaluation of the supervisor based on output and the

assumption that supervisors will perform their management
duties well enough to merit a promotion.

Universities do

not have output and production goals, and many chairmen
do
not desire to move higher up the administrative ladder.
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Roman adds that all of these forces that work against su-

pervisory referral also militate against peer referral, so
that peer referrals also would not be a good mechanism for

early identification.
Finally, universities share with industry the disad-

vantages of constructive confrontation in general.

Accord-

ing to Trice and Roman, this strategy has several weak-

nesses;

high-status employees are often nearly immune to

confrontation; very low status employees may have little to
lose and so the essential ingredient in provoking a crisis
is missing;

poor job performance may be difficult to ob-

serve and document; the "helping," rehabilitative part of
the program may be passed over too quickly in favor of neg-

ative sanctions; and sometimes a crisis will provoke suicide
in particularly vulnerable individuals.

Outside Resources
Not all of the factors determining the success of a

college or university Employee Assistance Program exist on
the campus, or for that matter, within an industry.

In

their symposium on the relationship between an Employee As-

sistance Program and treatment services in the community,

Masi et al.

(1977) warn that the success or failure of these

outside services can determine the success or failure of the
campus program.

Particular attention should be paid to the

structural conditions of the outside resource and its
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ability to meet the demands of changing funding sources in
the future.

In other words,

is it managed and funded in a

sound and stable manner or is it going from one crisis to

another?

Does it have a staff, a setting, and an approach

sensitive to the particular sensitivities of university clients, or is it a product of tunnel vision, isolated in the

community and unconcerned about the individual needs of its
clients?
Masi and her staff at Boston College interviewed treat-

ment resources in the Boston area to determine the best services to which to refer their clients.

Their experience was

that private counseling associations with a mixture of pro-

fessional and para-professional personnel were their best
resources.

Masi includes representatives of these groups

on the Faculty-Staff Assistance Program advisory board.

Another crucial issue is whether a community resource
is capable of handling alcohol problems successfully and

yet able to handle all the other sorts of problems people

have

— marital,

family and financial.

Many agencies do not

have both capabilities.

Roman

(1977b)

points out a serious danger in talking

too glibly about available "community resources."

Many com-

munity agencies are understaffed, underfunded, do not have
experience with university personnel, do not have competent
staff, and/or do not command much respect in the community.
In such cases, what he calls "high status clients," i.e..
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university faculty and professionals, will simply not use
these resources.

Given these potential problems, it does seem possible
to be overly skeptical concerning the reliability of commu-

nity resources and of taking an elitist view of university
personnel.

Perhaps it is enough to say that, before use,

every community resource should be checked carefully as to
staffing credentials, success rates, and reputation.

Prevention and Development
Gordon identifies the main thrust of an occupational

program as "pre-treatment

ment altogether.

,

"

actually divorced from treat-

Although he does not use the word, "pre-

vention" seems to be what he is talking about, and it is
a

concept that ought to find particularly fertile soil on

the campus, even more so than in the corporation, because

of the developmental nature of the university.

White cites several goals for the University of Missouri Employee Assistance Program.

The first is being met,

in his opinion: orienting employees and supervisors
as to

how the program can provide assistance, and handling the

particular concerns of employees, families, and supervisors.
This program is also moving toward a second goal, which
he

describes as "preventive, health oriented."
It involves opportunities for faculty and employee enhancement not promoted as programs
for the identified troubled employee but offered
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as activities available for those that look to
exceed their present output, to become renewed
in their career efforts, or to heighten their
enjoyment of life.
(1977, pp. 4-5)

He points out that this second goal serves to strengthen

the first in that it provides troubled employees with so-

cially acceptable reasons for seeking help.
The University of Missouri Employee Assistance Program

uses the term "developmental model" to embody this unique

aspect of a university employee assistance program as well
as those elements it has in common with industrial programs.

Thoresen (1977) describes the developmental approach as the
raison de'etre of the university.

Building on Bauning and

Kaiser's (1974) ecosystem model, this approach provides for
the intersection of remediation on the one hand, and per-

sonal and institutional enrichment on the other.
od,

(1977)

to deal with a hitherto ignored area of developmen-

tal psychology

life

As a meth-

it provides a framework described by Brofenbrenner

— an

— the

productive or middle years of one's

area particularly appropriate for an increasingly

middle-aged faculty.
Thoresen summarizes his developmental model in this way
(It) a) fits the unique developmental characteristics of the university, b) meets the diverse needs found in university communities,
c) properly identifies the university as an
ecosystem, d) stresses primary and secondary
prevention in alcohol abuse and alcoholism,
and e) fits my particular need for variety
and change along with a basic thread of continuity.
(1977, p. 71)
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Roman (1978) also suggests two areas where a University Employee Assistance Program might effectively work to

prevent serious problems likely to develop among faculty.
One is in the area of career peaking, where faculty gain

tenure fairly early in their career and are left with no-

where else to go on the career ladder.

This situation may

actually be seen as a transition phase from tentative to
full membership in the university community, during which
some sort of career counseling program, perhaps involving

faculty who have successfully made such a transition, could
be helpful.

The second area of possible intervention is with younger faculty who are currently experiencing tremendous pres-

sures to perform well

—much

more than their seniors

— be-

cause of the intense competition for advancement within the
organization.

Counseling could conceivably relieve some of

this stress and become a useful program element.

Finally, Knocke

(Thornsen, et al., 1977) points out

that an Employee Assistance Program provides training benefits to the university that may be unforeseen but should

not be overlooked.

These include a heightened awareness

of employees as a valuable resource, the importing of man-

agement and training skills through outside consultants,
and a heightened awareness of supervisory responsibilities,

particularly in the academic area.
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Belasco and Trice (1969) have thoroughly documented
the benefits of such training from industry.

Although the

expected changes that particular training sessions were sup
posed to produce

coholism

— did

did emerge:

— such

as an increased understanding of al-

not usually materialize, unanticipated change

identification with the organization, a change

in self-concept, and a boost in morale.

Most supervisors

had been appointed with no training, and the willingness of
the organization to put time and effort

— in

memos, and the training sessions themselves

phone calls,

— into

helping

them do their job enabled them to identify with their manager status and feel a part of the organization.

In other

words, there was a closer identification with their super-

visory role and a feeling the organization cared.
Additionally, supervisors were able to break out of
their traditional isolation and form strong bonds with

other supervisors whom they found experienced the same

problems and frustrations they themselves did.

In fact,

training produced a strong sense of community in an otherwise impersonal organization, with many supervisors re-

questing ongoing groups for supervisors.

Reichman advises putting the Employee Assistance Program training program into the context of faculty
development, much as industry does with its supervisory training

programs.

This kind of structuring institutionalizes the

EAP within a larger university framework and
offers a wide
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variety of different approaches to programs and faculty
interests, whether by age, interest, discipline, or career

development.

Implementing an Occupational Program
Roman (1978) claims that it makes a great deal of difference how an occupational program is implemented.

The

method of implementation will determine the patterning of
the program when it actually begins functioning.

The meth-

od is in turn usually determined by the program's goals,

such as reducing absenteeism and reaching alcoholics, which
are implicit in the rationale for implementing the program
in the first place.

It follows then that the method of im-

plementation is based on program goals and program rationale.

Six Elements of Program Implementation

Given the goals and rationale of the University of

Missouri Employee Assistance Program stated on pp. 25-26
and 49, Thoresen (1977) offers a blueprint for program im-

plementation based on the University of Missouri Employee
Assistance Program experience.
ments

He identifies six key ele-

:

In order to have a viable program it is
1.
necessary to gain the support of high level
university administration, provide maximum
exposure and credibility to the program and
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we believe, to maintain a constant focus on
this program as a resource of the University
that has been developed to meet the health
care needs of valued University employees,
(p.

33)

Thoresen points out that a crucial factor here is the
placement of the program within the university hierarchy.
It was decided to place the University of Missouri program

under the Office of the Provost for Health Affairs.

This

action served to focus on the health care of employees;

placed the program in a relatively neutral

cont3S>ct

politic-

ally, i.e., one level above both academic and non-academic

departments; and provided maximxam exposure and credibility.
Other locations considered were the Personnel Office; however, the Employee Assistance Program might then be viewed
as disciplinary action.

Likewise, if placed in Administra-

tion, the Program might then be viewed as simply a form of

fiscal and budgetary control, and if placed in the Chancel-

lor's office, the Program might then be viewed as being for
the academic faculty only, or more likely, an attempt to

exercise coercive control over academic and administrative
employees.
In terms of administrative control over a university

program, Thoresen concludes:
Thus it would be our first suggestion that
careful attention be given to the placement
of the University Employee Assistance Program within an administrative division that
is likely to give it a voice at the upper

,

.
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administrative levels, provide maximum exposure and credibility and maintain a focus
upon health care needs of university employees,

(p.

34)

Thoresen offers a second important element:
A second element of a viable program is to
2.
establish an administrative framework that will
both provide solid high level administrative
support and emphasize the preeminence of employee rights.
(p. 34)
The University of Missouri approach was to develop a

two-tiered system of advisory groups.

One group, the Co-

ordinating Council, was made up of dean and provost-level
personnel, providing high level administrative support.
The other, the Advisory Committee, was composed of all

groups to be served by the program:

academic and non-aca-

demic, supervisory, secretarial, and labor.

The Advisory

Committee oversees the day-to-day operations of the program
and makes recommendations to the Coordinating Council,

which in turn serves in an advisory capacity.

Notice that

the information flow is from the bottom up, rather than

from the top down

Thoresen et al. reiterates, "It is critical to the success of a University Employee Assistance Program to have the

key university administrators view this as their program" (1977
p.

35)

.

Because the University of Missouri program is located

in the Provost for Health Affairs' office, across the hall

from the Chancellor's office, and the Provost sits on the
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Council of Deans and the President's Cabinet, Employee Assistance Program personnel are able to meet with all major

administrative groups

.

These groups include not only the

Council of Deans and the President's Cabinet, but also the

Faculty Council, the staff of the Provost for Administration, the staff of Student Affairs, the administrative

staff of the School of Medicine, and Executive Committee
of all the major divisions.

In addition, the Chancellor

is a staunch supporter, and monthly meetings with him and

the Provost are held to keep them informed of progress and
to request advice on important issues regarding the program,

such as how and what to pviblicize, the policy statement,
and involvement with other campuses in Kansas City, Rolla
and St. Louis.

The third element of a viable program is
3.
to have the project located in a building that
is in close proximity to the University and in
an office that includes separate and legitimate
(sic) academic functions as a part of the office activities.
(p. 36)

Thoresen's concern here is for the safety and anonymity of referrals.

The University of Missouri Employee As-

sistance Program is located in a professional building adjacent to campus that also houses the credit union, physicians, dentists, attorneys, and university research projects.

The title on the door is not only "University Em-

ployee Assistance Program" but also "Rehabilitation
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Counselor Education Program," thus linking the Employee

Assistance Program to another academic program and providing further anonymity for those who use the program.

The fourth element of University Employee
4.
Assistance Program is appropriate liaison with
community mental health and drug and alcoholism agencies.
(p. 37)
The University of Missouri approach here was to affiliate with the alcohol and drug referral network in the mid-

Missouri area.

In addition, university staff met with the

staff of their primary referral agency. Family Counseling
and Education in Alcoholism, and representatives of the Mis-

souri Division of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse on the neutral

ground of Division offices in Jefferson City.

This proce-

dure served the twofold purposes of keeping division repre-

sentatives informed and working out the issues and problems
of coordination with the primary referral agency.

The fifth element of a viable program is
5.
the linkage of the University Employee Assistance Program with a community based treatment agency that has a primary focus on alcoholism education and treatment and yet has
sufficient diversity of treatment goals to
handle the "broad brush" clientele of the
University Employee Assistance Program,
(pp.

37-38)

The University of Missouri Employee Assistance Program

felt strongly that the nature of the program excluded in-

house treatment, through the University Counseling Services,
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for example, or the Department of Psychiatry or the Mid-

Missouri Mental Health Center.

This approach promotes re-

ferrals from a variety of sources and provides clear limits of the responsibilities of staff by disassociating them

from treatment.

Facilitating the use of the multiple re-

ferral network is particularly important, because it is assumed that white collar and managerial employees (such as
those found in a university community) are implicitly rather than explicitly motivated, and a multiple referral net-

work is necessary for
voluntary, low-coercive, referrals (self or
family, friend, co-worker, or supervisory induced) wherein deterioration in job performance, although it may be present does not
constitute the basis for the referral to the
University Employee Assistance Program,
(pp.

38-39)

Thoresen makes three related sub-recommendations here,
all of which relate to the importance of emphasizing through

publicity the formal, industrial model with non-academic
staff to enhance credibility with academic faculty and managers.

Also through publicity, the staff should encourage

self and peer referrals.

Public information activity builds

upon the intrinsic motivation necessary for self-referrals
and increases the awareness required for peer referrals.
The sixth element to a viable program is
6.
to build upon the unique characteristics of a
university community.
(p. 39)
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Thoresen notes that everyone involved, personnel, administration, and the union, would like to control the program.

"The trick is to enable participation by all and con-

trol by none"

(1977, p. 40).

Program evaluation includes goals, objectives, and concrete programmatic ideas that may be useful for other institutions of higher education.

The evaluation is also de-

signed to provide suitable thesis or other research projects for students, again taking advantage of the unique

characteristics of the academic community.
The structure and procedures of the program, then,
are particularly keyed to the academic community, by means
of

"1)

the multiple referral system,

tem of governance of the project,

publicity, and

4)

3)

2)

the two-tiered sys-

the low-key project

the program evaluation model"

(1977, p. 41).

In summary, Thoresen contends that an Employee Assis-

tance Program can be made to w ork on any university campus.
It only requires an elaboration over the traditional, uni-

variate industrial model depending mainly on supervisory referrals to a multivariate system that offers multiple points
of entry by the different constituent groups.

And, as with

any successful program, it requires a

well thought-out plan of action and a willingness on the part of the project staff to face
the controversy that regularly and inevitably
goes with any program that does something. (1976,
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Program Implementation at Boston College
Dale Masi (1978)

,

director of the Boston College pro-

gram, has pointed out a number of factors which must be con-

sidered in implementing a program on campus:
The proper designation of the program is vital.

1)

Boston College President J. Donald Moran, S.J., observed
that faculty do not usually see themselves as employees;

accordingly, he suggested "Faculty-Staff Assistance Program".

An additional problem involves the work, "assis-

tance".

Some staff were concerned over the association of

"assistance" with welfare.

Faculty should be emphasized from the beginning.

2)

Masi's strategy here was to win over faculty first, then
other staff, thinking that the reverse would not be likely
to occur.

Interestingly, junior faculty were certain that

it would be senior faculty who used the program because

they had the security of tenure, and senior faculty were

convinced it would be junior faculty because they had the

most problems.

Apparently both were right, and recently

there has been an increase in use by junior and senior
fac-

ulty and their families.
3)

An Advisory Committee on the Collegial Model is

a necessity.

The Boston College program staff recruited

one faculty memger from each college plus
representatives

from the personnel office, the unions, the
affirmative action office, and clerical and custodial staffs
to form a
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guiding coiranittee which has met monthly for three years.

Although at first reluctant participants, after constructing and sending a questionnaire around campus to determine

need, they have become the program's chief advocates.

Masi

strongly recommends such a committee.
4)

A faculty questionnaire is a good beginning.

The

Boston College questionnaire provided concrete evidence of
the need for the campus Employee Assistance Program.

also strengthened committee members

'

It

commitment, as a result

of responses to such questions as the following:
(Is there) a basic need for an Employee Assistance Program? Is alcohol abuse or other
mental health matters a real problem? If
the service were available, would people use
it? Lastly, should it be strictly voluntary
or used as a referral in cases where work performance has declined?
(1978, p. 22)

Masi elaborates on this questionnaire and its results.
Direct questions were avoided, she notes, since they might
elicit misleading answers.

Instead, faculty were asked to

rate the extent to which they thought various problems

might affect job performance.

Significantly, alcohol and

mental health problems received moderate ratings from younger respondents, with the higher ratings coming from faculty

with more seniority.

Also, faculty were given a case his-

tory and asked to react to various options.

Ninety-eight

percent rejected the option of non-involvement, implying en-

dorsement of some sort of referral process.

Seventy-six
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percent approved involvement by the department chairperson;

fifty percent, by a colleague.
The rate of return for the questionnaire was high

4

0% responded.

In addition to providing answers for the

committee, the questionnaire was also used to inform fac-

ulty indirectly of how the program might be used, to educate them on the signs of poor job performance, and to sug-

gest the beneficial effects of an Employee Assistance Program.

In addition, it generated the beginnings of an on-

campus helping network among faculty on the committee.
5)

Self-referrals should be emphasized and all types

of employee problems given equal weight in program publicity.

Masi claims the supervisory referral model will not

work with faculty.

But, she asserts,

motivated persons.

They are achievers and want to succeed.

"faculty are highly

As a result, they are used to seeking help and often will
come in and ask for assistance"

(1978,p.26).

Alcohol problems

can be spotted by skilled counselors, and Masi uses what
she calls "education sessions" with groups around campus
to discuss the program and views on alcohol and other drugs.
6)

Faculty and staff should be offered the same bene-

fits offered to students:

a comprehensive campus counsel-

ing program, so that the Employee Assistance Program is not

just a "refer-out" program.
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Program Implementation at Rutgers

Ann K. Baxter, Director of the Personnel Counseling
Service at Rutgers, agrees with Masi that the name for a

university Employee Assistance Program is important.

In

her view, faculty see themselves as members of an academic community, with its own collegial structure entirely

separate from the personnel office.

"Assistance" also had

the connotation of "financial aid" that it did for Masi's
staff.

Consequently, the Rutgers program staff avoided

those words altogether in the program's name, the University Personnel Counseling Service (UPCS)

Problems which faced the UPCS included the following:
(1)

utilization, insuring that faculty as well as non-aca-

demic staff would use the program;

(2)

training, setting up

an effective training system for supervisors; and

(3)

con-

fidentiality, making sure that the program was strictly

confidential and perceived in that way.
One way UPCS resolved the utilization problem was to
give careful attention to where the program was located or-

ganizationally, i.e., "out of the political arena and not

subordinated to academic, research, or training concerns"
(3978, p.35).

Political neutrality was achieved by placing the

service under the Vice President for University Personnel,

where
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the Service operates autonomously in respect
to all personnel, as well as academic, aspects
of the University, both functionally and geographically. As Director, I am accountable
to the Vice President for University Personnel
only in matters of fiscal and statistical reporting.
(Baxter, 1978, p. 35)
In addition to careful placement within the organiza-

tion, it was thought that

Unlike many blue collar workers, many academics tend to be rather sophisticated in matters
of mental health, and thus favorably inclined
toward seeking the services of mental health
professionals. This has been demonstrated in
a number of studies of health and mental health
service utilization.
(Proceedings, 23rd Annual
Group Health Institute, Boston, MA, June 25-28,
1973.
Group Health Association, Inc., p. 89)
(1978, p. 36)

Faculty, then, might more readily self -refer.

Peer referral was also thought to be a good possibility.

Recognizing the conflict that many faculty might feel, however, between a wish to help a fellow faculty member on hu-

manitarian grounds and a wish to preserve a certain reputation for their department, program staff prepared literature

which presented a preventive emphasis, suggesting early intervention rather than rehabilitation.
In setting up an effective supervisory training program,

UPCS rejected the "constructive coercion" of industrial pro-

grams "in favor of sessions directed toward development of

self-understanding and sensitivity to problems of peers and
subordinates"

(Baxter, 1978, p. 37).

In fact, UPCS refused to
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become involved in supervisory training designed to teach
people to become better supervisors in order to avoid iden-

tification of the program with other personnel functions
and, therefore,

less attractive to faculty members.

In order to insure and enhance confidentiality, the

University Personnel Counseling Service excluded participation by students, refused to set up an advisory board, and

sought out a separate physical location from Personnel operations.

UPCS was also aware that it was dealing with a

population some of whose members were extremely litigious
and would not hesitate to sue if they thought their privacy

had been violated.

Even so, their present evaluation of

the matter is that they underestimated their clients'
de-

sire for privacy, since there are many requests for after-

hours appointments.

Baxter found the use of the questionnaire at Boston
College to be an excellent strategy but pointed out that
Rutgers was so large as to make that approach impractical
and cost-prohibitive on its campus.

The size factor (about

10,000 employees) also deterred the University Personnel

Counseling Service from
approach.

employing the Advisory Committee

In addition to the problem of size and the con-

cern for confidentiality mentioned above, it was
feared
that such a committee might too easily become
politicized
and factionalized.

UPCS relied instead on the competency

of its own staff to develop the service
and on the Vice
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President for University Personnel, a cabinet-level officer, as the program's sole advocate.

Since the begin-

ning of the program in September, 1974, UPCS has found an

advisory committee to be unnecessary.
Other Considerations in Program Implementation
The Rutgers program is unique in eschewing an advis-

ory committee.

It differs not only from the University of

Missouri and the Boston College Programs, but also from
the program at the Rochester Institute of Technology, where

key implementation strategy was based on a committee.

The

original RIT planning committee, consisting of representatives from the departments of Personnel, Social Work, Campus Services, Communications Services, and the Counseling

Center

,

became a standing advisory committee after the im-

plementation of the RIT Employee Assistance Program.

Its

purpose is to develop and disseminate educational
materials

about the program, work with community agencies and
develop

procedures for referral, and recommend needed changes for
the improvement of the program.

Because of confidentiality,

it is not involved with individual cases, but
rather con-

cerns itself with policy and procedure.
In making general suggestions for beginning
a campus pro-

gram, Wrich

already.

(1977)

reiterates much of what has been mentioned

He warns again against overestimating the
capabil-

ity of community resources and advises
looking carefully
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at what they can really do as opposed to what they say

they can do.

Above all, Wrich recommends forming a com-

mittee of concern with broad representation from all levels of the organization, and working through the processes

already established within the organization.

Only in this

way, says Wrich, can the concensus necessary for the suc-

cess of the program be achieved.

Wrich also advises giving careful attention to the
selection and location, organizationally and geographically, of program staff, and setting limits to the program,

avoiding oversell.

In addition to teaching supervisors

what can be done when someone has a personal problem,
Wrich advocates involving family members who can often
have a greater impact on individuals than supervisors, es-

pecially if they are a part of the problem.
The Role of Organized Labor

Another consideration in implementing an Employee Assistance Program is the absolute necessity for full participation and cooperation of any organized labor groups within the organization.

Gordon says, "An agreement between

labor and management, in a completely coordinated effort
to achieve mutual objectives, is vital to the success of

this type of program approach"

(1973, p. 28).

Concerning unions. Trice and Roman assert flatly:
An established fact of industrial relations is
that management programs involving employee
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welfare must have the full consent and cooperation of the labor union or other employee organizations if they are to be effective and
durable (Belasco et al., 1969). This is especially true of programs designed to deal with
deviant drinking and drug use. Union-management cooperation and mutual support are essential in such programs when he is confronted
with a deviant drinker or drug user. Indeed,
the absence of union cooperation may destroy
the best designed programs for the management
of deviance.
(1972, p. 197)
They further point out that it is essential for union

representatives to be explicitly aware of the assumptions
and definitions of troubled employee programs.

The reason-

ing behind these programs must be shared by both labor and

management, and there must be agreement on the benefit to
employees. A "consensus in confronting and handling such an

employee is essential for a successful

prograirf' (1972,

p.

200)

In addition, there must be a true company-wide policy:

A successful program to deal with this problem
cannot be directed solely at union members or
blue-collar employees; the rules and procedures
must apply to all individuals in the organization.
Unions feel a justifiable reluctance to
cooperate in a program which sets guidelines
for behavior which, in effect, apply only to
union members.
(1972, pp. 200-201)
George Boyle (Besch, et al., 1977) Director of the Labor Education Program for organized trade unions
in Missouri,
cites three reasons for union support of occupational
programs:
1)

the humanitarian reason that it saves jobs for

workers with problems;

.
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2)

problem employees are problems not only for the
employer but also for the union, since the union
may have to defend them, and must be concerned
about the rights of other workers who might be
forced to assume extra workloads, endangered by

unsafe practices, or personally harassed by problem employees;
3)

recent court decisions hold the union liable for
the completeness and competence of an employee's

defense
An occupational program involves working conditions
and discipline, clearly union bailiwicks.

Union support

is essential since the status of the union as a represen-

tative of the employee is involved, and opposition would

mean grievances over referrals and employee reluctance to
self -refer to a program the union does not support.

On

the other hand, shop stewards and fellow employees are

usually the first to identify an employee's declining
performance, enjoy a special relationship with the employee which the supervisor may not, and can advise the em-

ployee of the union's difficulty in defending him should
poor performance persist.

In addition, working as a team

with the Employee Assistance Program, the steward and the
supervisor can form a healthy alliance in other areas,
rather than the all too frequent adversarial one.
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Trice and Roman are optimistic about union involve-

ment and cooperation.

There are problems to be sure, cen-

tered around the political nature of top union officials
and the potential for intra-union differences, especially

between those in staff positions and those in line positions, or between local and regional officers.

The union is committed to the protection and
aid of all its members, but typically has no
way of handling the deviant employee so his
problems can be controlled and resolved.
Recognition of the double binds produced when
union officials face a deviant employee may
possibly motivate joint union-management participation in such programs. (1972, p. 203)
In addition, citing Whyte

(1969, p.

472), Trice and

Roman point out that the "most thoroughly demonstrated

proposition on human relations in industry" is the dual
loyalty of employees to their union and to management, and
of management to the union as part of the organization, as

well as to themselves.

These interconnecting loyalties im-

ply the possibility of a strong grassroots support for

troubled employee programs.

Trice and Roman note significantly that shared understanding between management and labor requires open channels of communication and trust on both sides:

"The over-

all tone of cooperation between union and management
in a

local situation is probably an excellent predictor of
suc-

cess or failure in this specific endeavor"

(1972, p.

203).
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Nevertheless, they assert that though cooperation may be
stymied on all other fronts, informal cooperation where
it matters most, between stewards and front-line supervi-

sors, is still possible because of this positive grassroots

attitude, offering hope for an official policy and a pro-

gram that is an eventual necessity.
The Top Executive

A final point may be reiterated concerning the implementation of an Employee Assistance Program.

If union co-

operation is necessary for a successful program, support
of the top executive is no less so.

Roman (1975) points

out that support of the top executive is essential not only
in initiating an occupational program, but also in sustaining it.

It is management that will determine the future of

a program,

whether it will be sustained and expanded, and

the extent to which it will become an integral, working

part of the organization.

Thoresen and Schooling have both

said, in remarks at the 1978 Conference on Employee Assis-

tance Programs in Higher Education, that without the active

support and involvement of the top executive, an

Assistance Program simply cannot be successful.

Employee
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Beyond the Industrial Model; Theoretical
Approaches to Occupational Programs
in Higher Education

Occupational programming may be thought of as a forthright people-helping-people program, however true all the
talk about saving money for industry and producing better

quality work.

Wrich (1978) implies as much when he suggests

that the impact of occupational programs set up by univer-

sities is conceivably greater on the community at large than
all the money the federal government can spend on its own

efforts at promoting such programs.

Ultimately, these pro-

grams help not only the individuals directly involved but
the community as a whole by breaking down the cultural fic-

tion of the rugged individualist and demonstrating the in-

ter-relatedness and interdependence of us all.
The impact of a university occupational program on the

community is certainly of potential value.
its impact upon the university?

But what about

Stated another way the

question might be, how does an occupational program fit
with the mission and function of

a

university?

Impact on Environment

Wrich says that regardless of the work setting. Employee Assistance Programs are set up to help people with
problems.

Whether those problems are alcoholism or some-

thing else, the important thing is not what the program
is

called or the length of training, but whether an environment
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is created that will encourage "voluntary referrals."

Such

an environment means a stress on elements that will create

trusting relationships within the work environment; a nonpunitive program policy, complete confidentiality, absence
of labels within the program, such as "alcoholism counselor"
or "mental health counselor," and a wide latitude of choices
for action for those who seek help.

Williamson (1975) identifies just such an approach as
the chief criterion of educational effectiveness, which he

calls arete

,

or humane development, and he adds that par-

ents of students and other publics should expect no less.
If this concept may be likened to Crookston's

(1975a)

"hu-

man development," which he posits as a component of the university, then two broad institutional goals follow:

actualization of the individual
and others

— and

— student,

"the

faculty, staff

the actualization of the institution through

the process of continuous renewal."

(p.

372)

These are

precisely the goals of an occupational program within an
institution of higher education.

Crookston goes on to say that it is imperative that an

organization with these goals
ing organization"

— become

— which

he calls an "actualiz-

among other things, flexible.

It

may not be content to modify the tasks of the organization
to suit the organization itself, as in a bureaucracy, but

rather the tasks must flow from the organization's goals.
In a masterpiece of understatement, he suggests that "Many
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of the old bureaucratic assumptions about the nature of

work need to be challenged"

(1975a, p. 372).

The actualizing organization is not only flexible,

however.

In another statement that is almost a paraphrase

of Wrich, above, Crookston cites Gibb (1964) as follows:

Research tells us that other key ingredients
of an actualizing organization are a climate
of acceptance and trust, an open communications system, effective data-flow linkage
with other groups, and a system of control
that optimizes individual freedom and creativity.
(1975a, p. 371)

Crookston (1975b) also describes this approach to organization as working in the symbiotic mode.

The goals of

the symbiotic more are the process itself, rather than an

actual product or end-point, multi-dimensional and expanding rather than linear and static.

Crookston,

"

the means "

(1975b, p. 49).

"

Thus ,

"

according to

in human development theory, the ends are als o

This theory implies that everyone is involved.

thinking of a health service for all, not just
students, a library for all, counseling for all,
life planning programs for all, organization
development, and human development for all.
The MM (Milieu Manager) must have the authority
to impact all components of the campus, to have
a significant role in the staff and human development of all employees. (1975b, p. 54)
One caution needs to be made about the university as
a human development organization creating
a climate of trust
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where those who need it will seek help.

Roman (1976) warns

that Employee Assistance Programs which rely heavily on

self-referral are in great danger of ignoring highly stig-

matic problems like alcoholism, which require a

"

system of

identification and referral based on job performance."
19)

(p.

Alcoholics require a crisis precipitation before they

are likely to seek help, and that comes earlier, if it

comes at all, from outside the person
the work place.

— for

example, from

An argument could well be made that ex-

clusively self-referral systems are no systems at all.
This fact leads to no contradiction in a human development

organization since a performance-based program assumes not
only the supervisor's responsibility to the organization

but also to the individual working with and under him or
her.
If it is granted that the occupational program concept
is particularly appropriate for the university as a human

development organization, it remains to determine what
form the concept will take in institutions of higher education.

The more traditional industrial model has been seen

to have many short-comings in such a setting, and those im-

plementing programs in higher education have had to modify
and improvise to accommodate a different setting.

It is

quickly admitted that problems still remain.
The precise form of occupational programming in insti-

tutions of higher education is not yet fully evolved.
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However, it is hoped that this study will contribute to
that evolution, and the theorists do suggest directions
that seem particularly promising for programs in higher ed-

ucation.

Organizational Issues
Roman (1975) describes the need for a "two-track program," one that recognizes real differences between lower

levels of the organization and upper or mid-levels.

Three facts
are clear:
First, referrals
will rarely be made downward in an organizational structure; second, the appropriate types
of training materials and emphases for supervisory implementation of program guidelines may
be different in the upper and lower levels of
the organization; third, there is considerable
doubt that the same referral outlets for counseling or treatment are equally attractive or
appropriate to persons at different levels in
the organization, particulary in light of the
intense concerns over confidentiality that accompany a problem employee in the middle or upper level echelons of the organization, (p. 314)
.

.

.

He adds that specialized program strategies are necessary
to include management and executives in an occupational pro-

gram, but does not elaborate.

Roman

(1977b)

stresses careful attention to the pro-

gram's placement within the university bureaucracy.

As

others have argued, Roman points out that placement of uni-

versity Employee Assistance Program in the personnel depart-

ment would be a serious mistake.

Rather, he recommends

placing the program in the medical school, if one exists.
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or in an academic department, but at any rate in the line

structure of the organization where staff tend to be of at
least equal status to university faculty.

The University

of Missouri placement of the program in the Department of

Rehabilitation Counseling is ideal in that it is in an academic department with close ties to the medical school,

providing status, association with the medical model which
is necessary in treating alcoholism, and clear identifica-

tion with counseling through this particular department.

Roman (1978) says that the central problem of imple-

menting an Employee Assistance Program in a university is
one of the professions generally.

He notes that universi-

ties share the problems of program implementation with cer-

tain other institutions dependent on professional staffs,
such as hospitals and research laboratories.

The sociology

of the professions is not very well known, especially when

professionals organize to work together or try to administer each other.

Significantly, occupational programmers

have had little success in attempting to implement programs
in professional organizations.

Once again, transplanting

the traditional industrial model with its emphasis on su-

pervisory control and quantitative evaluation into an or-

ganization where those characteristics are nearly non-existent is not adequate.
If it is known, then, what referrals will come only

from the organizational level of the program and below, but
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not from above, then, where faculty are concerned, depart-

ments which are below faculty status are to be avoided, and
the most logical group to run the program are faculty them-

selves.

Likewise treatment specialists outside the insti-

tution should be of equal rank with faculty.

Roman con-

cludes that institutions with the most faculty independence

provide the greatest challenge to implementing an effective program, but "if decisions regarding structure and design of programming are left to the faculty with the guid-

ance of expert outsiders, the likelihood of effective adap-

tations to local conditions rises sharply"
129)

(1978, pp.

127-

.

Trice and Roman provide a conceptual framework wherein a faculty program might be established.

called "the small company concept."

It could be

In describing ap-

proaches open to small companies. Trice and Roman liken
these companies to the major institutions of a service
economy:

hospitals, government agencies, research insti-

tutes, professional organizations, and universities.

Al-

though they do not further articulate the likeness, it becomes apparent in their description of the small company;

varying numbers and levels of employees and supervision,

variance in the strictness or looseness of control by a
parent organization or in the control exerted by any trade

organizations to which they may belong.

Small companies

usually do not have large internal resources, such as a

.
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medical or personnel departments, and their organization
is less formal; often there is a "family" atmosphere.

This is often the case with the departments and divisions of major service institutions.

Much is dependent on

the personalities of those who own or manage these organizations, which in turn tend to be highly individualized.

Interestingly, they conclude that, with fewer staff to
screen and select new employees, the alcoholic employee

may be found in equal or greater numbers than in the large

corporation
Surely this is an apt description of the university

department or college, which this writer has heard referred
to as "fiefdoms" by others in higher education.

Such ad-

ministrative units are part of a large bureaucracy, to be
sure, but in many important ways they are separate and in-

dependent, characterized by the predominating personalities
of a dean, chairman, or prominent faculty member.

University departments have other similarities to
small companies.

Policies, for example, that managers of

small companies genuinely want carried out can be accom-

plished without superfluous communication or the rhetorical
"lip service" to irrelevant ideals that sometimes charac-

terizes a larger bureaucracy.

Conversely, because of the

personalized nature of the organization, work performance
confrontation may be delayed or carried out only with great
reluctance.

Such conditions certainly are characteristic
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of many university departments.

Trice and Roman (1972)

point out that this permissiveness makes it difficult for

employees in small organizations to get the help they need.

Managers of these small organizations, on the other
hand, are probably in the best position to coordinate the

carrying out of policy with the spouses of troubled employees, because of the familial, personalized atmosphere.

A

manager who will not confront an employee who is also an
old friend will often go to a spouse when he/she believes
that employee needs help.

A manager in a family-like or-

ganization, then, can often have a greater impact when a

confrontation does take place.
Given the initial resistance to action on the part of

supervisors of small organizational subgroups, the direct
and immediate involvement of department chairmen and col-

lege deans, who act as supervisors in the university setting, becomes essential in a faculty-run program.

Not co-

incidentally, Roman (1978) advocates the committee approach, on the basis of research by Fromkin and Sherwood
(1974), which indicates that supervisors give greater sup-

port to policy when they are actually involved in its formulation, and the more involvement, the more support.
Role of a Change Agent
A university occupational program based on the small

company concept fits well with Roman's requirement for a
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"network of change agents"

097SI, p. 122).

Roman does not de-

fine exactly what he means by "change agent," but he ap-

pears to refer to an individual whose responsibility it is
to alter the status quo when the needs of another individ-

ual and the effectiveness of the organization demand it.

Roman describes the development of an occupational

program as a linkage of change agents, usually initiated
by an external change agent and carried through with the

cooperation of an internal change agent.

These change

agents usually then rely on supervisory training for imple-

mentation of the program.

But Roman contends that reliance

on training in a program with a single coordinator (usually

part-time) is unworkable in a large and complex university
system.

Rather, "a network of change agents, linked to the

original inside and outside change agents and spanning all
levels and divisions of the organization, is essential for

program success"

(1978, p. 122).

These internal change agents are policy experts who
act as consultants and referral agents within their areas
of responsibility.

This strategy relieves supervisors of

the need of becoming experts on the whole program.

It al-

so reduces the distance between supervisors who wish to

seek help and the helpers, or local change agents, since
the change agents are organizationally very close to the

supervisors.

A readily available consultant makes it easier

,

.
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for them to take action to relieve their own anxiety over

what to do with a problem employee.

When change agents are part of the line structure of
the organization, supervisors may better understand that

use of the program is part of their job expectations.

The

change agent network also builds a broad-based constituency of support for the program through the change agents

themselves
In an earlier work, Roman

(1977b) had

suggested that a

peer referral system has the greatest potential for success.
He suggests utilizing a professional organization, such as

the American Association of University Professors

(AAUP)

as California lawyers have done with their professional as-

sociation.

This procedure has the advantage of permitting

colleagues to deal with colleagues and minimizes involvement by university management.

But faculty belong to so

many diverse organizations that it is difficult to see how
this approach through professional organizations would work
in practice.

A network of change agents, however, composed

of faculty and integral to the organization and structure
of the university could achieve the desired peer referral

effect on the local campus level.
Importance of Consultation

Crookston (1975a) identifies four skills as necessary
to implement the goals of a human development organization:
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teaching, training, consultation, and evaluation.

other place (1975b)

,

In an-

he says that the strategies necessary

to create an atmosphere conducive to a sionbiotic community

are consultation, organization development methodologies,

and training programs.

Although all of these roles are

proper to the work of a change agent within the university,
the one most appropriate for a change agent within the fac-

ulty/employee assistance program network may be consultation.

This concept seems to fit nicely with Crookston's
(1975b)

description of the symbiotic community, which be-

comes, as it were, the heart of chief descriptor of the hu-

man development organization.

In a community, power and

control are vested in the membership who can use it to in-

vent processes to achieve individual and collective goals.
But community must be based on a transcendent value, one
that is overeaching and held by all members, regardless of
the differences of other values.

Since this situation is

unlikely in a large complex institution like a university,
Crookston recommends focusing on the smaller, discreet com-

munities that do exist within the institution, building
these up with the goal of a related system something like
a larger community of the whole.

This is exactly parallel

to the small company concept for an occupational program.
In describing a community mental health approach for

university counseling centers (as opposed to a medical
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model, treatment-oriented approach)
(1975)

,

Conyne and Clack

assert that consultation is the best counseling

function for a campus environment.

As

ttiey

develop the

concept:

Consultation, ... an indirect intervention
between staff consultants and their consultees,
is an enabling function to improve the work of
consultees with their own clientele or in their
own organization.
In this indirect manner, the
consultative process allows the consultant to
have greater impact on the community by working
through others and through relevant organizational structures, (p. 413)
All consultation entry points described by Conyne and

Clack could be considered relevant for an occupational program, although two, remedial and preventive, would logically

receive the most emphasis at first.

In the remedial empha-

sis, consultation is concerned with developing solutions to

present problems, e.g., faculty and staff with
cohol and mental or emotional problems.

existing al-

These problems may

center on the individual or the organization.

As an example

of an organization-centered problem, the authors cite the

case of a food service manager who has personal problems

due to inadequate training procedures, a staff performance

problem that may be remedied once the manager is helped to
see the need for more training.

.
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An Emphasis on Prevention and Humanizing the Workplace
The preventive emphasis is perhaps the most important,

however, with its concern for developing plans, procedures,
and skills that will aid in preventing future problems from

occurring.

This emphasis suggests the social ecology ap-

proach of Insel and Moos (1974) with its concerns for com-

munity member-physical-social environment interactions and
maximally effective human functioning.

As person-environ-

ment "fits" are identified, preventive consultation may de-

velop into a social change technology and a community directed toward Iscoe's (1974)

"competent community," a com-

munity whose members are independent, psychologically growing, and competent.

In this case, preventive consultation

promotes developmental intervention, a proactive approach

directed toward growth, where serious problems do not exist nor are expected to occur, but where consultees are pro-

vided with methods for enhancing their functioning.

Rudolph (1976) calls the creation of such an environment, one responsive to a concern with values and the human

experience, the challenge to higher education today"
38).

(p.

Echoing Brown, Rudolph sees colleges teaching values

haphazardly, each new building a monument to a particular
value.

The counselor's office may be a sign of more human

values, while the rest of the enterprise emphasizes the de-

humanizing, the specialized, a "celebration of technical

proficiency"

(p.

39)
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Indeed, humanizing the workplace is a challenge edu-

cation shares with all the major institutions of our culture, only more so because of its role as leader and train-

er of the young.

In an article excerpted from the forthcom-

ing book Work in America;

The Decade Ahead (Clark Kerr and

Jerome Rosow, ed.. Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1978), Daniel

Yankelovich describes the tremendous tension between the
old cultural values of subsuming one's individuality and

personality in one's job and the new values of highly personalized work.

This tension presents a crisis in the

world of work, where the old values dominate the workplace,
cited as being "among the most conservative of our insti-

tutions"
force.

(p.

46),

and the new values dominate the work

Yankelovich points out that while self-fulfillment

needs have always been given full play for top level executives, the rank and file are expected to conform to a rigid

regimen of group behavior.

Lip service is given to "our

employees are our greatest asset and their needs come first
in our organization," but "in everyday life attention is

paid to everything but people

— capital

requirements, tech-

nology, material resources, managerial techniques, political pressures, cost controls, and markets"

(p.

50).

Man-

agers who have always relied on the old carrot-and-stick of
wages, fringe benefits and possible job insecurity, find

themselves frustrated when these things no longer satisfy
an increasingly litigious group of employees who have
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another value and reward system.

Managers who understand

this fact and the new value system will become the New

Breed of managers in the 1980 's.

Faculty Evaluation
An essential component of an Employee Assistance Program is the evaluation of individual performance, and much
has been made of the difficulty of applying this component
in a university setting.

been solved.

It is a problem which has not yet

However, it is important to understand some

of the issues involved.

An initial statement must be made about what evaluation is not.

It is not what Wollansky

"black book" approach

— the

(1976)

calls the

process wherein supervisors col-

lect evidence for dismissal.
If the evaluation process is to serve as a
positive force and be accepted by every faculty member, he or she must perceive the benefits of the process as assisting one to improve his or her performance and being nonpunitive,
(p. 81)

This point is of particular importance where an occu-

pational program is concerned because a necessary element
of an Employee Assistance Program is documentation by the

supervisor of an employee's performance.

If this documen-

tation is to have value to the institution and the employee,

it must be intelligent, verifiable, and have the
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employee's best interests at heart.

Anything less should

not be tolerated in a university setting.

Wollansky states that the major purposes of the evaluation of faculty in higher education are the improvement
of instruction and of the total educational environment.

More specifically, evaluation should:
Provide each faculty with an appraisal of
1)
his or her strengths and weaknesses.

Provide information (feedback) that encour2)
ages staff members to improve performance.
Such feedback will aid the individual faculty
member to overcome weaknesses and more effectively utilize one's strengths.
Provide an informational basis on which
3)
a number of administrative decisions can be
made.
To determine in-service and professional
4)
growth activities for faculty members to overcome identified deficiencies.

Provide open communications to strengthen
staff morale. (1976, pp. 81-82)
5)

Wollansky also quotes Gage's (1959) three reasons for
faculty evaluation:

to provide a basis for administrative

decisions involving promotions, salary increases, and tenure; to provide an information base for self -improvement;

and to provide a criterion for research on teaching and
learning.

Wollansky 's review of faculty evaluation research indicates that:
1)

The roles and time allocation of faculty vary

widely from institution to institution and

.
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department to department.
2)

Students do a better job of evaluating faculty
than administrators or peers.

3)

"While most institutional evaluation procedures

point out individual faculty deficiencies, no
recommended paths for self-improvement are
stated"

(1976, p.

82)

Similarly, Moomaw (1977) reports on a recent study by
the Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) of 843 post-

secondary institutions in the 14 states of the Southeastern
region.

This study concludes that the purpose of faculty

evaluation is twofold:

"formative evaluation, which is de-

signed for professional development and improvement; and

summative evaluation, whose aim is to provide data with

which to make decisions regarding tenure, promotions, and
salary increases"

(p.

78).

Which type of evaluation pre-

dominates, however, tends to vary with the type of institution.

For example, summative evaluation tends to predom-

inate in doctoral level institutions, formative in the two-

year colleges.
The study is quite clear that the ability of faculty

evaluations to achieve stated purposes remains the greatest unknown.

In fact, although most administrators were

reportedly very positive about evaluation, administrators
and faculty each thought they were involved in the evalua-

tion process to serve the others' needs, indicating further
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lack of clarity regarding the purpose and consequences of
an evaluation system.

The SREB study also examined the elements of faculty

evaluation and several models of evaluation currently in
use.

The findings most pertinent here, however, are the

overall failure of formative evaluation to achieve its
goal of faculty development and the general uninvolvement
of faculty in the evaluation process.

At the same time,

the study reported that when faculty are involved and pro-

cedures are established and clear, evaluation is more readily accepted and morale is high.

Generally held beliefs about faculty evaluation systems run contrary to these findings, however, viz

.

,

that

almost any evaluation system will somehow achieve a formative effect.

An even greater discrepancy exists where

siim-

mative evaluation is concerned in that the data used are

generally considered reliable and valid.

But the SREB

study found that if the data are traced to their origin,

they are found to be the results of unsystematic student

surveys gathered in a haphazard way and, worse, hearsay
and gossip accepted by department chairmen as comprehensive fact.

Only two exceptions were noted in the gathering of
student data, one in a doctoral level institution and one
in a professional school.

In these institutions student

committees interview the instructor-in-question, other

.
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students, and other instructors, review materials and ex-

aminations, and write a comprehensive report.

The depart-

ment chairmen involved have adjudged these reports to be
the "best source of information they have ever received"
(1977, p.

82)

But these are exceptions, and Moomaw concludes by referring to the following SREB statement, "It would be par-

ticularly unfortunate if a realistic attention to institutional efficiency and effectiveness must be enforced from

outside the academic community"

(p.

91).

If sound evalua-

tion is eventually as unavoidable as it is desirable, could
not a faculty /employee assistance program act as a catalyst
to as well as component of a systematic, student/faculty

evaluation process?
To be considered in planning evaluation for faculty

and administrators is a broad view of evaluation in general.

Van de Visse (cited in Wallenfeldt, 1974) notes that the
emphasis in modern evaluation is on results.

This empha-

sis is best exemplified in the management by objectives
(MBO)

approach in which superior and subordinate collabo-

rate in determining the goals and objectives on which the

employee will be evaluated.

This approach has grown out

of certain objective concepts developed by Likert:

pro-

duction, turnover, profit and loss, job satisfaction.

The

evidence is, however, that this concept is not widely applied in education and that its application is uneven
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because administrators do not understand it or evaluation
in general.

Wallenfeldt asserts that there is no question that
MBO is an advancement over evaluation of personality traits.
However, the MBO approach is itself a development of evalua-

tion practices in industry and the military, and the adoption of evaluation concepts from military, industrial, and

government organizations is highly questionable when these

organizations are themselves criticized for ineffective and
inhumane evaluation practices.

Referring to modern bureau-

cracies, Shomper and Philips have stated:

There seems to be little doubt that evaluation
criteria now in use are, at least in the short
run, production rather than people-oriented.
Considerable reorientation is necessary before
people will enjoy coequal status with production
the degree of change required is unprecedented, involving revolutionary rather
than evolutionary actions.
The entire climate
or state of mind of the organization must
change, (pp. 29-33)
.

.

.

Noting that accountability and evaluation in higher
education are here to stay, Wallenfeldt cites two traditional methods of evaluation, measuring mechanical sets of

behaviors and subjective ratings contingent upon personality biases and personal preferences.

He asserts that these

would be equally disastrous and inappropriate for university administrators and officials.

Rather, what is needed

is a broad philosophical framework as a crucial first step.
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"Philosophical-qualitative issues must be resolved before

psychological-quantitative measures are considered"

(1976, p.

7).

The approach he suggests is a general systems theory
approach, which seems consistent with the goals of a human

development organization.

General systems theory is de-

scribed by Sutherland (1974) as a shift from inductive-em-

pirical methods, or reductionism, to deductive modalities
of openness and complexity.

Systems theory requires re-

linquishing the assumption "that the future will be some
neat and calculable product of the past"

(p.

9).

It of-

fers the most comprehensive approach to judging the effec-

tiveness of personnel in a complex environment.

According to Sutherland, general systems theory generally advocates five approaches or strategies:
irrevocable commitments

delay of

to action or monies until neces-

sary; using time-limited, measurable objectives in plan-

ning; abandonment of bureaucratic organizational structures
in favor of more versatile, ad-hoc structures; an emphasis

on modular rather than hierarchical organization at all

levels; and the application of disciplined learning to

complex problem-solving and decision-making.

Wallenfeldt also supplies a checklist of philosophical
criteria by which every evaluative decision should be scrutinized:

1)

Does the action consider and attempt to
meet the need for safety (Maslow's primary human need)?
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2)

Does the action recognize and enhance the
dignity and worth of the individual?

3)

Does the action assist in maintaining an
environment of freedom and justice?

4)

Is the action consistent with a basic belief in the potential of human individuals
and their ability to solve their problems?

5)

Does this action recognize and promote tolerance?

6)

Does this action recognize and facilitate
the right of the dissenter and help contain
conflict at a functional level?

7)

Does the action promote and enhance openness of mind?

8)

Does the action consider and adhere to the
common persuasion of free men?
(1976, p. 11)

These questions must be answered within the context
of the community in which they are applied, but they are

universal.

From them operational behaviors may be deter-

mined which permit solid evaluation.

Although WoUansky calls goal-setting "the first step"
p.

82)

,

a philosophy is established.

They are essential to a mean-

ingful evaluative process. Wollansky also suggests a com-

mittee approach, by department if necessary, to review the
process, any forms used, faculty roles, and individual re-

sponsibilities.

Ultimately, students, peers, administra-

tors, and self should all be involved in the evaluation

process.

(3976,

goals for an institution are logically set after

If students are the best judge of faculty teach-

ing, their judgments should weigh heaviest there.

Peers

and administrators are better judges for faculty's roles
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of research and service.

Self-evaluation is the best mo-

tivator to self -improvement.

Administrators are in the

best position to tie all of this information together,
spot deficiencies, and recommend avenues for improvement,

growth and development.
To sum up, the responsibility for sound evaluation
lies with university administrators.

Committees of admin-

istrators, faculty and students are best suited to design
the process and actually conduct much of the evaluation,

making recommendations for administrators to act on.

There

is an obvious parallel here with the small company concept

described earlier, suggesting a complementarity of function, perhaps performed by the same committees.

In any

case one may conclude with Wollansky:
The results of effective faculty evaluation must
materialize in improvement of the teaching and
learning process and contribute to professional
growth and rewards.
The benefactors of
sound faculty evaluation must be the student,
the faculty member, the institution, and perhaps, in this particular sequence.
(1976, p. 26)
.

.

.

Siimmary

This chapter has offered an historical overview of oc-

upational programs in the U.S., examined several existing
programs in institutions of higher education, compared industrial programming with programming in higher education
and considered the problems and opportunities involved with
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implementing a program on campus.

In addition, the chapter

has posited a theory for occupational programs in higher

education and offered some considerations on faculty evaluation as it relates to occupational programs.
As both an innovation in mental health care and a managerial tool for solving job performance problems, occupational programs are a relatively new phenomenon.

Beginning

with early attempts to help alcoholics in the workplace,
occupational programming has developed simple procedures
to resolve complicated management and employee problems of

all types centering around job performance.

The success

rates of these programs measured in terms of a return to a

productive life on the job and in the community are un-

matched in the personnel or mental health care fields.
Institutions of higher education have begun establishing programs only in the last few years but interest has

grown rapidly.

Because a university is so highly "labor

intensive" and the quality of its program is so dependent
on its employees, universities may well have a special in-

terest in occupational programs.

Of the six university

programs reviewed here, the occupational program concept
has proved itself flexible in adapting to the varying needs
of diverse institutions.

But in every case they share the

common goal of helping the troubled employee through selfreferral or the basic managerial procedures of observation,
documentation, confrontation, referral and follow-up.
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In comparing occupational programs in higher educa-

tion with those in industry, the researcher has noted that

programs in higher education share most of the problems of
those in industry and some additional ones.

The former in-

clude the supervisor's traditional reluctance to refer, an

oftentimes fragmented organizational structure, and the difficulty in identifying reliable community resources.

The

latter center around the difficulty of measuring faculty
job performance, the vagueness of university goals and su-

pervisory roles, and the peer relationships that usually
exist between faculty and their supervisors.
Higher education offers special opportunities for oc-

cupational programming, however, in that its personnel are

generally highly motivated individuals and often concerned

with the welfare of their associates.

In such a setting,

the potential for pro-active, early intervention and pre-

ventive developmental programming is great.
Several points are made regarding the implementation
of an occupational program in a higher education setting.

One is that implementation should follow carefully from the

program's goals and rationale.

Other important considera-

tions are the commitment and active involvement of the top

executive and careful placement of the program within the

university hierarchy, ensuring top level support and ready
access to all university employees.

Advisory committees

composed of all groups to be served by the program have
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proven highly valuable.

Geographical location is also im-

portant for employee access and confidentiality, and the
name of the program should be considered carefully for at-

tractiveness and credibility.

Working relationships with

reliable community resources are essential.

Likewise,

these resources must have a balance between expertise in

alcoholism and the ability to work with the broadest range
of employee problems.
is recommended,

Emphasis on faculty from the start

and the support and active involvement of

the unions affected is imperative.

As people-oriented, helping enterprises, occupational

programs fit very nicely into the university conceptualized
as a human development organization.

This sort of organi-

zation challenges bureaucratic notions about work by making the ends the means, the process itself the goal of the

organization.

An occupational program advances this goal

in the university through a two-track system that takes

into account crucial differences between professional and

non-professional employees.

Program structure designed by

faculty and outside experts has the greatest chance of success.

A promising framework is the "small company concept"

involving both deans and department chairmen and a network
of change agents responsible for helping supervisors di-

rectly.

The small company concept emphasizes and actual-

izes the human values and community structure of the uni-

versity.
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Research indicates that attempts at faculty evaluation in the university seldom achieve their stated goals,
a

point of particular concern to a performance-based occu-

pational program.

Faculty committees charged with respon-

sibility for such programs may be able to inject new life
into evaluation efforts, and indeed give due emphasis to
the purposes behind evaluation in a university.

Instead

of toadying to bureaucrats' rhetoric about "business-like

accountability," the systems approach demanded by an occupational program offers a realistic and enlightened course
to evaluation.

Administrators responsible for evaluation

may work effectively toward this goal through committees
of students and faculty complementary to those of an em-

ployee assistance program using the small company concept.

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES

This study builds a theoretical and data base for a

faculty /employee assistance program which may be used by
the Florida State University System (SUS) for implementa-

tion on each of the nine state university campuses.

The

data generated by the study indicate the need for a fac-

ulty/employee assistance program in the State University

system and offer a general outline of the structure for
such a program.

The structure should be broad enough for

use throughout the system but flexible enough to adapt to
local conditions.

Although the study gathers data unique

to the Florida system, the approach it outlines should in-

dicate the shape of system-wide faculty/employee assistance

programs possible in other states.

The Research Design
The design of the study is one of descriptive research.

A survey was conducted by mailing a questionnaire to a sample of administrators, department chairmen, and faculty.
The questionnaire has a methodological advantage in economy,

speediness of dissemination and return, ease of tabulation.
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and anonymity for the respondent.

Majority opinions indi-

cate need for a program and suggest directions for program

structure
The descriptive research design is intended to fit

Goldman's description of "research in the real situation"
p.

366),

(1977,

that is, practice-oriented research designed to

be of fairly immediate application to the practitioner.

This study offers practitioners a clear picture of the existing situation pertaining to personal and work perfor-

mance problems in the State University System and provides
a base on which to make future plans and decisions regard-

ing a faculty/employee assistance program.

Selection Process
The population of this study consists of faculty members, mid-level administrators such as department chairmen,

and upper level administrators of the Florida State University System.

Representatives of these groups were chosen

from three universities in the state system, namely, the

University of South Florida, the University of Florida, and
the University of North Florida.

The number and location

of universities are arbitrary, but these three campuses offer examples of the different types of institutions within

the state system, i.e., residential and commuter, urban and

rural, four-year and two-year upper division.

They also
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represent two broad geographic areas, north and south central Florida.
The sample was selected by randomly choosing from the

catalogues of each university the names of 100 faculty engaged primarily in teaching, research, and service; 15 middle group administrators such as department chairmen; and
15 administrators at the dean's level or above.

Only ten

top administrators were selected from the University of

North Florida, since that institution has less than 15 individuals in this category.

Included in the top adminis-

trators' group were the presidents and academic and health

affairs vice-presidents of the institutions sampled in the
study.

The local presidents of the United Faculty of Flor-

ida were also included in the overall sample so that there

was opportunity for union participation in the study.

The

total sample selected numbered 385.

The actual sampling was conducted by taking the latest

catalogues of the three universities, dividing the total
number of faculty and staff listed by 100, and using the

quotient to count off those selected from the alphabetized
list.

For example, the University of South Florida lists

1239 faculty and staff.
the quotient is 12.

If that number is divided by 100,

Therefore every twelfth name was se-

lected to participate in the study.

If one of these names

did not include the president of the union local, then
one
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name was arbitrarily chosen to be replaced by that of the

union president.

A similar method was used to select the 15 mid-level
administrators.

The number of pages in staff and faculty

listing of the catalogue was divided by 15 in each case,
and the pages were then counted off by the quotient.

The

name of the first mid-level administrator on that page was

selected to participate in the study.
The selection of administrators at the dean's level
or above was made in an identical fashion, except that the

university presidents and academic and health affairs vicepresidents were included first.

The remaining number of

administrators to be selected were 12 for the Universities
of Florida and South Florida and 18 for the University of

North Florida, which does not have a vice president for
health affairs.
This selection procedure assured that those most af-

fected by the implementation of a faculty /employee assistance program and those with the decision-making power to

implement it could comment directly on the need for the

program and the desirability of various possible program
elements.

The sample was assumed to be reasonably repre-

sentative of the population of the State University System, so that inferences might be made about that popula-

tion on the basis of the sample.
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Instrumentation and Validation
Designed by the researcher, the instrument used in
this study is a questionnaire of 25 items.

The questions

are forced-choice, "yes" or "no" items designed to begin

with the broadest areas of need and move to more detailed
areas.

Thus, the first two questions are to determine

whether emotional/behavioral problems significant enough
to interfere with work performance actually exist among

faculty and staff in the State University System.

Given

the existence of a problem as determined by affirmative

answers to questions one and two, questions three, four,
and five are to determine whether a faculty/employee as-

sistance program is a desirable approach to it.
The next 17 items are to indicate the desirability of

various program elements or approaches.

These 17 ques-

tions cover 10 general areas identified in the literature
and discussed at the 1977 and 1978 Employee Assistance

Programs in Higher Education conferences held in St. Louis
and Kansas City.

The ten general areas are:

1)

whether a

university employee assistance program should differentiate between non-professional staff and faculty, administrators, and other professionals;

2)

whether the program

should be designed by an advisory committee of all affected
parties;

3)

whether this committee, if there is one, should

be differentiated as in item

(1)

,

above; 4) whether the
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committee should use outside experts or consultants;

5)

whether the committee should choose the name for the program;

6)

whether the Board of Regents, the president's of-

fice, or the two combined is the best source for implemen-

tation within the State System;

7)

whether the president's

office, the office for academic affairs, or the office for

health affairs is the best place for the program within
the university bureaucracy;

8)

whether a decentralized,

"change-agent" approach is desirable;

9)

whether supervi-

sory, peer, or self -referrals are likely to be the source

of most referrals in a performance-based faculty /employee

assistance program; and 10) whether the university's group
insurance plan should be increased to cover out-patient

counseling and related care for emotional/behavioral problems

.

The final questionnaire items indicate whether the

respondent has tenure, is a member of the union, and is a
faculty member, department chairman, at dean's level or
above, or other.

Additional comments are invited if the

respondent so wishes.
The validity of the questionnaire was established by

asking a panel of experts to examine each item for its rele-

vance to the topic, its fairness, and its clarity.

This

panel included seven faculty members at the University of
Florida:

two graduate research professors of Counselor

Education, the Dean of Students, and the Chairman of the
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Department of Education Administration who is also Director
of the Institute for Higher Education.

Two other graduate

professors whose specialty is research, one each from the

Department of Counselor Education and the Department of Education Administration, likewise examined the questionnaire.
In addition, an informal pilot study was conducted

utilizing eight other faculty and four administrators.
Their comments and suggestions were utilized in revising
the questionnaire.

The final form of the questionnaire

was thus the result of the work of the researcher, the panel of experts, and the pilot study.

According to Isaac and Michael (1971)

,

applying the

usual measures of reliability to the questionnaire is in-

appropriate in this instance, since the study is more nearly
a survey that seeks both information and the attitudes of

respondents in a given area.

This initial study, in the na-

ture of a consiimer survey or attitudinal study, might pre-

cede a more extensive, detailed study where the usual measures of reliability are more likely to apply.

At the same

time, it is recognized that the attitudes and information

sought may not be consistent over a period of time since
they are susceptible to influence by situational factors,
e.g., the actions of a particular legislature toward higher

education in a given year.

Periodic assessments might re-

veal these changes in opinion, but do not in themselves re-

flect on the reliability of a particular instrument because
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the changes reflected in the surveys are the result of

situational factors, not the instrument being used.

Data Collection
The questionnaire was mailed to the faculty, administrators, and union representatives selected for participa-

tion in the study.

It was accompanied by an introductory

letter explaining the purpose of the study and expressing

appreciation for their participation, giving a firm date
for response two weeks from the date of the letter, and

stressing the importance of a prompt response.

Partic-

ipants were assured that the information collected would
be completely confidential.

A stamped envelope addressed

to the researcher was enclosed.

In addition, the ques-

tionnaire itself was prefaced with a brief explanation of
employee assistance programs.
On the deadline date for return of the questionnaires,
a second mailing was sent thanking participants for return-

ing their questionnaires and requesting those who had not

returned them to do so immediately.

One week from the mail-

ing of the thank-you/reminder card, data collection ceased

and the analysis began.

Of the 385 selected for the sample, 181 responded to
the survey, giving a 47% overall response, well above the

expected

4

0%.

Had the overall response equalled less than
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30%, however, a small sample of respondents on each campus

would have been selected and telephoned for a personal interview.

Data Analysis

Questionnaires returned to the researcher were encoded on computer cards for use with the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences computer program.

Questions

11 through 13 and 19 through 21 were coded through the IF

program option so that a "Yes" answer to a prior question
in the set of three would require "No" answers in the re-

maining two, thereby making the three questions a single
forced-choice item.

For example, a "Yes" to "supervisors"

in Question 19, asking whether most referrals are likely
to come from supervisors, meant that Questions 20 and 21

were automatically coded "No" by the computer, since logically most referrals can come only from a single identified source.

Question 17, a

f ill-in-the-blank

on the ques-

tionnaire, was punched "Yes" if the blank was filled in,

indicating a specific choice for "other," and "No" if left
blank, a reasonable interpretation of a missing response

on this item as being equivalent to a "No."
In addition to the IF transformations, the program was

defined to generate all frequencies and crosstabulations between Questions

1

through 11 and Questions 23 through 25.
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Crosstabulations were also sought between Questions
2

and Questions 3, 4, and 5, and between Question

Questions

6

and 7.

5

1

and

and

In this way, the program was defined

to report frequency of response to each item, frequency

of response by demographic variable, frequency of response
to policy issues in terms of respondents' experience, and

frequency of response to procedures for implementation of
policy.

Data were then compared not only among groups but

also to recommendations made in the literature.

Limitations of the Study
The main limitation of this study is that, although
the study indicates the need for a faculty/employee assis-

tance program, it cannot assure in any way that a program

will be implemented, no matter how great the need.

Like-

wise, even though the desirability of some program elements

and even a comprehensive approach may be determined, the
study does not provide a detailed plan for any given campus.

By the same token, the study cannot assure that a

program, once implemented, will not be implemented only
in some partial fashion, to become what is known as a "pa-

per program."

In short, the numerous political factors

associated with any significant activity or program within
a large organization like the State University System will

determine the ultimate utility of the study for that System.
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Another limitation is the generalizability of the
study to other state systems.

No two state systems of

higher education are exactly alike; and where other systems may be similar to Florida's, political atmosphere

and priorities may once again be greatly different.

This

situation may be true also for private institutions of
higher education.

Other state or private systems indicat-

ing similar needs may call for significantly different

program elements or approaches; still others may easily
adopt those outlined in the study.

A program in the Flor-

ida State University System, then, cannot serve as an

automatic blueprint for other states or other systems.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS OF THE STUDY

This study was designed to build a theoretical base
for Employee Assistance Programs in higher education from
the literature, and to describe the need and general out-

line for such a program for faculty in the Florida State

University System from a questionnaire survey.

The popu-

lation studied consisted of faculty and administrators on
three campuses in the State University System.

The demo-

graphic variables considered relevant to the study were
tenure, union membership, and position.

This chapter re-

ports the findings of the questionnaire survey.

Analysis of the Findings
The 47% overall rate of return for the questionnaire

exceeded the expected 40% as a good response.

Many indi-

vidua- responses could be described as spirited, since

there were many notations and comments on the questionnaires.

Some respondents saw fit to answer selectively,

skipping those items which they may have felt were irrele-

vant or too difficult to answer.

Nevertheless, most items

were answered, and this was especially true of Questions
and 2.

Ninety-eight percent of the sample responded to
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Table

1.

Frequency of Total Responses to the Questionnaire

Question

%

%

%

Yes

No

Total^

1.

Known others needing help

85

13

98

2.

Known others with personal/
performance problems

82

16

98

3.

University has adequate policies/
procedures

12

74

86

4.

University should offer help

80

16

96

5.

University should have policy
statement

67

25

92

91

6.

Differentiate procedures

22

69

7.

Design by committee

52

37

89

8.

Differentiate committee

48

36

84

9.

Use outside consultants

75

15

90

55

19

74

45

45

90

32

58

90

10. Committee should choose name

11.

Implement by President and BOR

12.

Implement by BOR only

13.

Implement by President only

A

CQ

'z

14. Locate in President's Office

47

26

73

15. Locate in Academic Affairs

21

40

61

16. Locate in Health Affairs

35

33

68

6

1

7

18. Favor decentralized approach

32

60

92

19. Most referrals from supervisors

43

49

92

17. Locate other

Ill

Table

1

— Continued.

Question

%

Yes

%

No

%

Total^

20. Most referrals from peers

43

77

91

21. Most referrals self-referrals

33

59

92
94

22. Favor insurance coverage

71

23

23. Tenure

60

37

97

24. Union member

26

70

96

Note:

Maximum possible number of cases = 181.

Total of less than 100% reflects failure of some subjects
to respond to a given question.
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these items, and well over 80% of the respondents attested

that they had known co-workers who needed help with personal problems and whose personal problems sometimes inter-

fered with their work.

Another 80% asserted that the uni-

versity should offer help to troubled employees, and 74%
indicated that the university lacked adequate policies and

procedures to do so.

Interestingly, fewer respondents, 67%,

were willing to commit the university to writing such a
policy.

A majority of respondents, 69%, did not think that the
procedures for a troubled employee policy should differentiate between faculty/administrators and other employees;

most thought the program should be tailored to the university by a committee of the affected parties and that the

committee should be divided between
and other employees.

f acuity/administrators

Most also thought the committee should

have the help of outside experts and that the committee
should choose the name for the program.
It is less clear who respondents thought should imple-

ment the program, the combination of president and Board of
Regents receiving a 50-50 split choice and either office
taken individually receiving an unequivocal negative.

Most

respondents would locate the program administratively in
the President's Office.

The Office for Health Affairs was

a distant second choice and Academic Affairs was apparently

thought to be unsuitable.

Sixty percent of the respondents

.
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indicated they would not favor a decentralized approach on
the departmental level.

Although no category of referral received a positive
majority, most respondents seemed to think referrals more
likely to come from supervisors, least likely to come from
peers.

A clear majority, 71%, favored major medical cov-

erage for counseling and related care for employees with

emotional/behavioral problems
Sixty percent of the respondents had received tenure,
and only 26% were union members.

Most of the respondents,

66%, were teaching or research faculty; only 6% were de-

partment chairmen.

Thirteen percent were administrators

at the dean's level or above, and 12% were other, includ-

ing the positions of assistant dean, administrator, director, advisor, librarian and staff assistant.

Responses by Tenure
Responses from tenured and non-tenured personnel
showed little difference from the total responses or from

each other.

Tenured respondents were noticeably more neg-

ative concerning the adequacy of university policy (Question

3)

than non-tenured or general respondents, more pos-

itive on the desirability of a written policy, and more em-

phatically negative about implementation by the Board of
Regents.

Contrary to all others, tenured respondents fa-

vored location of the program administratively in the Office for Health Affairs.

Non-tenured respondents indicated
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Table

2.

Identification of Sample by Position.

Position
Teaching or research faculty

Department chairmen

%

66
6

Dean's level or above

13

Other

12

Total^

97

Total of less than 100% reflects failure of some
subjects to respond to a given question.
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just the reverse on this item (Question 16)

,

giving a

clearly favorable response to the Office of the President.
They also favored implementation by the president and the
Board of Regents.

Responses by Union Membership
Similarly, union members and non-union members showed
few differences between each other or with the total response.

Union members were appreciably more enthusiastic

about the university's obligation to help its employees and
about the desirability of increased insurance coverage than

either non-members or the general sample.

They were also

more enthusiastic about a written policy statement for emo-

tional/behavioral problems, more favorable to a committee
approach, and more disposed to making use of outside experts.

Union members were as favorable to program imple-

mentation by the president and the Board of Regents combined as non-members, and both groups were equally opposed
to implementation by the Board of Regents alone and equally

favorable to locating the program in the president's office

administratively.

Non-union members were strongly opposed

to locating the program in academic affairs, as contrasted

with union members, and were slightly more favorable to locating the program in health affairs.

As opposed to union

members and the general sample, non-union members saw referrals from supervisors more likely, while union members
saw self -referrals as more likely.
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Responses by Position

Somewhat more differences showed up among respondents
by position.

Dean's level or above and Other were strongly

positive on Questions
2.

1

and 2, as were Chairmen on Question

Dean's level or above were the strongest of any group

in denying that the university had adequate policies or pro-

cedures for personal/performance problems (95%)
and Other somewhat less than all other groups.

;

Chairmen
Dean's lev-

el or above and Other were also more positive that the uni-

versity should offer help, nearly as much so as union members.

Only the Chairmen, however, and, to a lesser extent,

Faculty were strongly disposed toward a written policy
statement, while Dean's level or above and Other were fa-

vorable but less so.
All groups were opposed to differentiating a program
policy, but Faculty and Chairmen opted to divide a committee of the affected parties between professional and non-

professional groups of employees.

Chairmen were the most

favorable to the committee approach.

All groups strongly

favored the use of outside consultants.

A majority of Chairmen and Dean's level or above chose
implementation of policy by the president and the Board of
Regents.

Faculty and Other also preferred this option over

implementation by either the president only or the Board of
Regents only, especially by the Board of Regents alone.
Again, all groups favored locating the program in the
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president's office and opposed the other two possibilities
suggested, except that Faculty were slightly favorable to
the health affairs office.

A majority of Chairmen also favored

a

decentralized

approach, but this approach was opposed by the other groups.

Chairmen were highly disposed to think that most referrals

would come from supervisors; Dean's level or above and
Other, slightly less so.

Faculty seemed to think refer-

rals more likely to come from supervisors than from any

other source.

All groups favored additional major medical

coverage for emotional/behavioral problems.
As to the relationship between respondents

'

experience

with troubled employees and the perceived adequacy of university policies and procedures, approximately 90% of those
having had such experience found university policy inadequate.

Similarly, almost 90% with such experience thought

the university had an obligation to help these employees.

A lesser

niimber,

74%, thought a written policy statement

was necessary in order to do so.
Of those who thought a policy statement necessary,

only 22% concluded it was necessary to establish separate

procedures for faculty /administrators and other employees.

Sixty-eight percent of this group favored a committee approach to program design.
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Table

7.

Sample Response to Procedures for
Implementation of Policy

Differentiate
Procedures
%

%

Design by
Committee
%

%

Variable

Yes

No

Yes

No

Sample favoring a written
policy statement

22

78

68

32
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Findings Related to the Research Questions
Of the six research questions this study was designed
to answer, two

(Questions

1

and

6)

were examined in Chap-

ter II; Questions 2-5 were addressed by means of the ques-

tionnaire survey.
1)

What are the elements in the literature to support
a theory of employee assistance programs in higher

education?
The literature unanimously agrees that employee assis-

tance programs are both workable and desirable in higher

education, albeit with modifications to the traditional,

industrial model.

Further, if universities are defined as

human development organizations, an employee assistance

program is demanded by the very nature of the university.
2)

Have faculty and administrators in the State Uni-

versity System encountered personal problems among
their peers that could affect work performance?

Every category of respondents clearly answered in the
affirmative, including 85% of the respondents overall, in-

dicating that they had known co-workers needing help.

Even

more, 82% overall attested that they had known co-workers

with personal problems serious enough to affect their work
performance.

University decision-makers turned in the

highest percentage of response:

96% of those categorized

as Dean's level or above indicated that they had known uni-

versity employees needing help.
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Do faculty and administrators in the State Uni-

3)

versity System perceive a faculty/employee assistance program as necessary and/or desirable on
their campuses?
The answer to this question may be inferred from

Questions

3,

4,

and 5.

A large majority in all categories

of respondents answered that university policy and proce-

dures for seriously troubled faculty and employees are inadequate, that the university should offer help to troubled

faculty and employees, and that the university should have
a written policy statement

(1)

limiting disciplinary action

strictly to work performance problems and

(2)

treating se-

rious personal problems like any other health liability.
Again, university decision-makers reported the highest response:

95% thought the university did not have adequate

policies or procedures to help employees with personal/

performance problems, and 91% of both Dean's level or above
and Other thought the university should offer help.
Clearly, a majority of faculty and administrators see
a faculty /employee assistance program as necessary or de-

sirable
4)

.

What are some essential components of an employee
assistance program model for the Florida State Uni-

versity System?
A majority of every group, except Dean's level or
above and Other, agreed that the program should be designed

.
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by a committee of the affected parties, and that proce-

dures should not be differentiated between faculty/admin-

istrators and other employees.

The committee, however,

should be divided between faculty/administrators and other
employees, and it should have the help of outside experts
and should choose the name for the program.
It was also unanimously agreed that major medical

coverage should be extended to cover counseling and related care for employees with emotional/behavioral problems, with coverage for dependents available at a nominal

charge
5)

What is the best approach to implementation of
an employee assistance program in the State Uni-

versity System on both a local and a system-wide
level?

A combination of the Board of Regents and the university presidents, in conjunction with the affected unions,

seemed to hold the greater favor as the source for imple-

menting a faculty/employee assistance program in the State

University System.

The majority of respondents felt the

program should be located administratively in the president's office, except tenured respondents, who preferred
the office for health affairs.

A decentralized approach at the departmental level
did not seem desirable to most respondents.

However, it

was thought that most referrals would come from supervisors.
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6)

From the literature, what is a realistic approach
to the performance evaluation component of an em-

ployee assistance program where faculty are concerned?
The literature is agreed that performance evaluation
is necessary to higher education, although most institu-

tions presently do a rather poor job in conducting perfor-

mance evaluations.

Thoresen and others acknowledge the

problems connected with a performance evaluation component
of a faculty/employee assistance program but maintain that
it is nevertheless desirable, augmented perhaps by a peer

referral system.

Roman asserts that neither a performance

evaluation component nor a peer referral system is workable
in a f acuity/employee assistance program, and suggests in-

stead a decentralized approach combined with a preventive,

developmental emphasis.

.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND CONCLUSIONS

Siimmary

According to the studies of epidemiologists and other
researchers of the workplace, university faculty may be at
high risk to alcoholism and other emotional/behavioral
problems.

Additionally, the treatment accorded employees

by the university has a special impact on its constituencies, the students and the public.

For these reasons, a

university Employee Assistance Program could be of signal
benefit to the university and its employees, though no
such program now exists in the Florida State University

System
An examination of the literature confirmed the benefits of Employee Assistance Programs for a number of insti-

tutions of higher education, provided a description of
some of their special characteristics, and suggested that
a theory for such programs in higher education lies in con-

ceiving of universities as human development organizations.

A questionnaire mailed out to a random sample of faculty
and administrators on three campuses of the State Univer-

sity System sought information on the need for such a program, some essential components, and the best approach to

its implementation.
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Response to the questionnaire was very good at 47%
of the sample.

Respondents almost unanimously affirmed

the need for a faculty/employee assistance program and the

obligation of the university to implement one.

They also

favored program design by committee, use of outside consultants, implementation through the Board of Regents and
the president's office combined, location in the presi-

dent's office administratively, and major medical coverage for emotional/behavioral problems.

Opinions were

mixed on differentiating procedures between
istrators and other employees.

f acuity/admin-

A substantial number thought

referrals were more likely to come from supervisors and
least likely to come from peers.

A majority did not favor

a decentralized approach with the first point of contact

being in the individual's own department.
Sixty percent of the respondents were tenured; 26%,

union members.

Most (66%) were teaching or research fac-

ulty, the remainder being chairmen or administrators.

Chairmen represented the smallest group

(6%)

.

Responses

to all questions by the various categories of respondents

tended to be more similar than different.

Discussion
Faculty/employee assistance programs represent a concept in which most faculty and administrators have a direct
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and vital interest.

This statement is supported by the

high rate of return of the questionnaire and by the detailed fashion in which it was completed by many respon-

dents who added comments and notations throughout.

Some

were openly hostile, with comments like "Screw the unions 1"
and "The university has no business fooling with this nonsense."

There were many who offered constructive

some less than constructive

naire itself.

— comments

— and

about the question-

Still others were warmly positive, with

comments like "This is a fine program and badly needed"
and "Clearly, this kind of assistance program is desirable."

There were also several requests for the results

of the study.

Reactions to the Questionnaire

Although the majority of the respondents apparently
had no problems with the questionnaire, some did.

The dif-

ficulties were indicated by both the nature of the com-

ments and the lack of response to some items.

The chief

difficulty seemes to be that the questionnaire asked for
opinions on some topics about which respondents were ap-

parently uninformed.

Some claimed they were altogether

unfamiliar with university policies, at least in the area
of work performance and severe personal problems.

Others

indicated they had no idea whether or not a committee

would be useful or who should implement the program.

It
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is hard to resist labelling a small number of responses as

reflecting an isolationist syndrome.

In fairness, however,

the introduction to the questionnaire noted that employee

assistance program concepts were relatively new and could
be unfamiliar to the respondent.

Still another difficulty affecting a small number of

respondents was the style and layout of the questionnaire.
Some items ask a response on different components of a

faculty/employee assistance program, even though the respondent may have indicated that there is no need for such
a program,

no format.

and most items are in a forced choice, yes or

Some of the problems here might have been mit-

igated had respondents been encouraged not to continue with
the questionnaire once they had answered negatively to Ques-

tions

1

through

5.

In a few cases, the intensity of the vexation is dif-

ficult to explain.

Occasionally, respondents' ire appeared

in reality to be directed at the faculty union or the Board

of Regents.

For a few respondents, the employee assistance

program concept may have appeared to be one more covert

manipulation labelled as "help" in an increasingly manipulative and bureaucratic society.

In such cases, including

the inappropriately hostile ones, it was evident that dis-

cussing personal and work performance problems represents
a topic

about which individuals have a high degree of feel-

ing, often negative.
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Level of Agreement Among the Respondents

Although differences among the categories of respondents have been noted and discussed, the basic agreement
of respondents on most items should be emphasized.

On

most questions, most respondents were in agreement by a
large majority, both in overall response and as discrete

groups.

Three items had a split response.

These items

were Questions 11, who should implement the program; 16,

whether it should be located in health affairs; and 19,

whether supervisors are the most likely source of referral.

Differences on these items could indicate a simple

division of opinion among respondents.

It is also pos-

sible, given the relatively lower rate of response on these
items, that respondents were unclear or undecided about
the point in question.

The principal thrust of the responses, however, is

conclusive.

A substantial number of faculty and adminis-

trators are aware from their own direct experience that a
need exists and that the university has an obligation to

address itself to that need.

Further, there is a general

consensus on the basic approach and structure of a faculty/
employee assistance program.

A Comparison of Findings with the Literature
Responses to most questions by the subjects in this
study confirmed what appears in the literature on employees
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assistance programs in higher education.

A need certainly

exists, a written policy is necessary for the protection
of employees, and a committee approach with the help of

outside experts is desirable.

In addition, the study in-

dicates that a majority of respondents are likely to agree
that a faculty /employee assistance program is in the uni-

versity's own best interest, since they deem present policies inadequate; and they would add that it has an obli-

gation to implement a program, that is, the university
should offer help.

This inference is consistent with the

discussion in Chapter II of the university as a human de-

velopment organization with unique obligations to its various constituencies, including its own employees.

The results of the study appear to contradict the lit-

erature on a few important points.

The review of the lit-

erature noted that differentiation of procedure (not pol-

between faculty /administrators and other employees

icy)

is essential,

that location in the Office of Health Affairs

is most desirable,

that a decentralized approach might

prove the most workable, and that most referrals are likely
to be self-referrals or peer referrals, but not supervisory

referrals.

wise

Respondents in this study seemed to think other-

.

With regard to differentiation of procedures, it is worth
noting that most respondents opposed differentiation in
principle (Question

6)

but favored it in practice, i.e., in the

.
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makeup

of the committee

(Question

8)

.

This disparity may

be explained by the possibility that "differentiation" is

connotative of "discrimination," particularly as worded in

Question

6.

Perhaps a better phrasing would have been

"separate procedures for faculty/administrators and other

employees."

In any case,

it seems certain that respondents

would not tolerate a "second class" approach for any group
of employees

The preference for locating the program administra-

tively in the Office of the President rather than the Office for Health Affairs may be due in part to the fact

that one of the three campuses sampled does not have an

Office for Health Affairs, thereby limiting the choices of

respondents on that campus to the Office of the President
or the Office of Academic Affairs.

This situation biases

the overall results against a choice of health affairs as
a location.

The rejection of a decentralized approach seems to be
a straightforward choice on the part of the respondents.

It may be that an approach beyond the departmental level

to perhaps the college level would be more acceptable.

But

respondents distinctly did not want the first point of

con-

tact in a faculty assistance

program to be in their own

department.
Finally, the overall negative responses of faculty

concerning the source of program referrals may only mean
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that much of the literature is simply speculative when

emphasis is placed on peer or self-ref erral

Conclusions
The results of this study lead to the following con-

clusions
1)

:

Respondents to the survey know or have known fac-

ulty, administrators and other university personnel who

suffer from personal problems, and these problems can and
do affect their work performance.
2)

Consistent with the idea of the university as a

human development organization, the university has an obligation to help its troubled employees, though it may take

disciplinary action if work performance is adversely affected.
3)

Faculty and administrators in at least three uni-

versities within the State University System see a faculty/
employee assistance program as necessary or desirable, with
a written policy statement necessary to implementing the

program.
4)

A faculty/employee assistance program and policy

are best implemented jointly by the Board of Regents, the

university presidents, and the affected unions.
5)

The design of a faculty/employee assistance pro-

gram by a committee of the affected parties, with the help
of outside consultants, is desirable.
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6)

A faculty /employee assistance program decentral-

ized to the departmental level is not desirable.
7)

Adequate insurance coverage for counseling and

related care for emotional/behavioral problems for employees and their families is desirable.

Implications
The following implications may be drawn from this
study
1)

Based on data drawn from three universities, there

is a demonstrated need for a faculty/employee assistance

program in the Florida State University System.

The Board

of Regents and the university presidents should initiate ac-

tion to develop such a program now, particularly in view of
the results of this study.

If this study raises awareness

and, consequently, expectations that are not then fulfilled,
it could produce cynicism among the respondents.
2)

Use of committees of the affected parties appears to

be a sound management approach to the implementation of com-

plex programs.

The nine university presidents, at the sug-

gestion of the Board of Regents, should create such committees on their campuses, with separate subcommittees for

faculty /administrators and for other employees.

Committee

tasks should be the development of policies and procedures
and the design and organization of a functioning program.
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3)

Faculty/employee assistance program coiranittees

seeking outside expertise will create a demand which com-

munity resources in Florida will be hard-pressed to meet.
By consulting first with the state's professional organization, the Florida Occupational Program Committee, Inc.,

however, the Board of Regents, the presidents, and the

committees could work with the Florida Occupational Program Committee toward meeting the demand and assuring high

standards of quality.
4)

The development of a faculty /employee assistance

program policy by university presidents, the Board of Regents, the faculty union, and faculty generally offers an

excellent opportunity for them to work together toward com-

mon goals.

Rather than placing these groups at loggerheads

with each other over university policies and issues, to the

detriment of the larger university community, the establish-

ment and support of the committees would also promote a
spirit of cooperation and provide an experience of working
toward common aims.
5)

The implementation of a faculty /employee assis-

tance program could lead to an organizational attitude of

genuine concern for all university employees, a concern
that is genuine because it is rooted in the actual practices and behavior of the organization.
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6)

For those individuals who might otherwise be lost

to alcoholism, serious family difficulties, or other se-

vere personal problems, the timely offer of help at a critical point in their careers should have an altogether salu-

tory effect for most.

In this event, work performance for

those individuals reached by the program should improve

dramatically, with the university recovering their individual contributions which it might otherwise have lost.

Ad-

ditionally, the morale of closely associated co-workers
should improve as well.

These benefits should be demon-

strable even though the implementation of a faculty /employee assistance program might have no measurable effect on

work performance overall.

Recommendations for Further Research
The completion of this study suggests the following
areas for further research:
1)

Conduct studies similar to this one in other state

systems outside of Florida such as "A Needs Assessment for a

Faculty/Employee Assistance Program in Public Institutions
of Higher Education in Pennsylvania."

Such studies might

achieve satisfactory results by using only Questions
5;

a

modification of

6;

7

and

9;

1

through

11 through 18; and 22 through

25. These contain the basic information necessary to establish

need, approach, and demographic data.

The remaining items
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may be more properly asked of the committee after it has

familiarized itself with the need and policy and procedural
issues.

Identical studies could also be conducted on in-

dividual campuses
2)

There are several suggestions in the literature

that faculty /employee assistance programs might well go

beyond work performance and serious personal problems to

developmental and career-oriented programs.

A study on

the developmental aspects of university employee assis-

tance programs could verify the value

of this approach

and describe procedures which might be followed.

A sim-

ilar study might address the issues involved and possible

structure of supervisory training and faculty orientation
to a program.
3)

A related issue which merits research, especially

today when higher education institutions are examining
their future roles, is the current and future status of
the university as a human development organization.

A

comparison of this role and the roles of teacher and socializer of the young, as well as conferrer of social privilege, deserves further discussion.

Further research in the area of employee assistance
programs in higher education should increase awareness of
the need that exists for these programs.

Further research

should also serve to encourage the university to expand
its mission as a human development organization, that is.
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an organization that values not only its students but also
its employees.

A functioning faculty /employee assistance

program should go a long way toward helping a university
fulfill this mission, not only in performing its functions
of teaching, research, and service more effectively, but

also in demonstrating that human beings are of the highest
value.

APPENDIX A

A NEEDS ASSESSMENT FOR
A FACULTY/EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
IN THE FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM

Introduction
For the purposes of this study, an Employee Assistance Program is defined as a people-oriented, helping program
through which an employee with personal problems may receive help through self-referral, or if work performance
is affected, through a policy of referral and follow-up
by the supervisor.
Such programs may be considered a
fringe benefit that employees may avail themselves of, like
an institutional medical program, or as a referral service.

These programs are designed to cover the whole range of personal problems that can interfere with work performance, including alcoholism, drug abuse, financial, marital and family, and psychological.
Employee Assistance Programs have
enjoyed very high success rates, with thousands of jobs and
even lives saved for employees and with valuable employees
saved for the organization.
They have been enthusiastically
endorsed by unions and management alike.

Because the quality of a university's program is so dependent on its employees, universities have a special interest
in Employee Assistance Programs.
Thirty-four colleges and
universities in the nation have implemented Employee Assistance Programs for faculty and staff (and sometimes students) since 1974.

An Employee Assistance Program does not abrogate existing
personnel policies in any way, and employees may always refuse help. Use of the program, whether by self -referral or
supervisory referral, is strictly confidential.
The following 25 questions are designed to ascertain the
need for a Faculty /Employee Assistance Program in the State
University System and the desirability of various program
elements or approaches. Although the Employee Assistance
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Program concept is relatively new and the questions involve program components with which you may be unfamiliar,
please answer the questions to the best of your ability.
All answers remain confidential.

FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM
FACULTY/EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
NEEDS ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
1.

Have you known others working for this
university who could have used professional help to cope with personal or
family problems?

YES

(

)

NO

(

)

2.

Have you known others working for this
university whose personal or family problems interfered with their work?

YES

(

)

NO

(

)

3.

Does your university have adequate policies or procedures to reach and help
faculty or employees who have problems
severe enough to interfere with their
V'ork?

YES(

)

N0(

)

4.

Do you think the university should offer
help for personal problems to faculty
and staff?

YES

(

)

NO

(

)

5.

Do you think your university should have
a policy statement limiting disciplinary
action strictly to work performance problems and treating serious personal problems like any other health liability?

YES

(

)

NO

(

)

6.

Do you think the procedures that follow
from such a policy should be differentiated between professionals such as faculty and administrators, and non-professional staff?

YES(

)

N0(

)

7.

Should this policy and procedures that
follow from it be designed by a committee of the affected parties?

YES

(

)

N0(

)

8.

Do you think such a committee should be
divided between professionals and nonprofessionals as in No. 6?

YES

(

)

NO

)

(
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Should this committee have the help of
outside experts or consultants?

9.

YES

(

)

NO

(

)

YES

(

)

NO

(

)

Regents?

YES

(

)

NO

(

)

the Board of Regents only?

YES

(

)

NO

(

)

YES

(

)

N0(

)

10. Do you think the committee should choose

the name for this program?
In conjunction with the affected unions, who
is the best source for implementation of a
Faculty /Employee Assistance Program:
11. the President's office and the Board of

12

.

13. the President's Office only?

Which administrative division do you think
would give the program a voice at upper administrative levels and would be acceptable
to every level of university employee?
14.

the President's office

YES

(

)

NO

(

)

15.

the Office for Academic Affairs

YES

(

)

N0(

)

16. the Office for Health Affairs

YES

(

)

NO

(

)

17. other

YES

(

)

NO

(

)

YES(

)

N0{

)

18. Would you favor a decentralized approach
to such a program, with an individual in
your department as a first point of con-

tact should you choose to use the program?
In a performance-based Faculty /Employee Assistance Program, where do you think most
referrals are likely to come from:
19.

supervisors?

YES

(

)

NO

(

)

20.

suggested by peers?

YES

(

)

NO

(

)

self -referral?

YES

(

)

NO

(

)

21.
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major medical coverage
under the university's group insurance
plan for counseling and related care
for employees with emotional/behavioral problems (with dependent coverage
available at a nominal charge)?

22. Would you favor

23. Have you received tenure?
24. Are you a

member of the union?

25. Your position

(check one):
Teaching gr research faculty
Department chairman
Dean's level or above
Other

PLEASE ADD ANY COMMENTS YOU MAY WISH.

APPENDIX B
STATE POLICY ON ALCOHOLISM

Adopted by Governor and Cabinet
on July 17, 1973

The state of Florida recognizes alcoholism as a treatable illness, a medical and public health problem and an

employment problem.

When the drinking of an employee af-

fects his work performance, he is a problem drinker.

As

with any health liability, alcoholism is of serious concern to the employee and employer alike.

Therefore, it is

the policy of this State to recognize alcoholism as a dis-

ease

.

1.

Alcoholism among State employees shall be dealt
with in a forthright manner by the employing agency, and problem drinking shall be recognized as a

health problem and treated as such, with no attempt to hide the diagnosis.
2.

The problem drinker, once identified, will be counseled and encouraged to secure appropriate medical
or other professional help.

Such a problem shall

not be handled as a disciplinary matter unless the

alcoholic employee has refused to recognize his

condition and cooperate by seeking help, or treat-

ment has proved unsuccessful.
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The principal
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factors that will determine action to be taken by
an agency in the case of an alcoholic employee
are:

(a)

the state of the disease;

(b)

the type

of work involved and the morale problem of the

work group affected;

the desire of the alco-

(c)

holic to get well as manifested in the steps he
takes to secure treatment for his recovery; and
(d)

progress or lack of progress following appro-

priate medical treatment.

However if public re-

lations or work conditions are obviously and ad-

versely affected by the problem drinker's behavior, his removal from the job shall first be ac-

complished by his being placed on compulsory leave
in accordance with Section 22A-8.12(b), Personnel

Rules and Regulations.

When an alcoholic's prog-

ress is unsatisfactory or he fails to cooperate,

subsequent action shall be taken in accordance

with the Guidelines for the Treatment of Alcoholics as issued by the Secretary of Administration

and the Procedures for Disciplinary Actions, Sec-

tion 22A-10.3, Personnel Rules and Regulations.

All agencies should make every effort to have
their supervisory and management personnel take

advantage of orientation and training programs on

alcoholism as developed by the Department of Health
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and Rehabilitative Services in cooperation with
the Division of Personnel of the Department of

Administration.

.

APPENDIX C
UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE
Procedures for the Treatment of
Employees Whose Use of Alcohol
Affects Their Job Performance
February, 1974

When a University employee's performance is adversely
affected by the use of alcohol, the University's commitments to excellence and the general health and welfare of
the University community require that corrective action be

taken to rehabilitate such employee or to terminate his or
her services if rehabilitation cannot be accomplished within a reasonable length of time.
It shall be the policy of the University to assist,

whenever possible, in the rehabilitation of any such employee.

Employees with an alcohol problem are strongly encouraged to discuss the matter with their supervisors, in order

that assistance may be provided toward the goal of continued employability

When it appears that an employee's job performance is
adversely affected by the use of alcohol, the Provost, with
respect to the members of the faculty, and the Vice President for Employee Relations, with respect to all other
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employees, shall conduct such investigation as is necessary to determine if there are sufficient job performance

problems to indicate that corrective action is required.
1

.

Employees with More than Two Years of Service (or
with Tenure )

When the Provost or the Vice President for Employee
Relations is satisfied from his investigation that corrective action is required with respect to an employee with

more than two years of service, he shall:
a.

Arrange one or more conferences among the employee,
the University Psychiatrist, and the Provost or Vice

President for Employee Relations to discuss the employee's problems and the kinds of assistance which
are available.
b.

If,

in the opinion of the Provost or the Vice Pres-

ident for Employee Relations, the employee's supervisor, and the University Psychiatrist, the employee
has a drinking problem which is adversely affecting
job performance, the employee shall become rehabil-

itated within a reasonable time, either pursuant to

counseling and treatment under the auspices of the

University Psychiatrist, or through a program of selfrehabilitation, which may include treatment by a psy-

chiatrist retained by the employee at his or her own
expense.

The role of the University Psychiatrist is

to assist the University administration in evaluating
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the employee and the circiimstances surrounding the

case and to assist and advise the employee in making

appropriate treatment arrangements.

The University

Psychiatrist is not available for treating employees
under this policy.
If the Employee elects to attempt rehabilitation with

the assistance of the University Psychiatrist, or

promptly retains an outside psychiatrist, the employee may elect admission, at the University's expense,
to a University-selected treatment center for not more

than thirty days.

If the employee elects admission to

the treatment center, he or she shall be placed on a

leave-with-pay status.

Where applicable, the employee

shall utilize accumulated sick leave, earned or ac-

crued vacation days, or approved vacation days.

An employee undergoing rehabilitation shall continue
normal duties of employment except during the time,
if any, when undergoing treatment at a treatment cen-

ter.
If, during the period of rehabilitation, the employee's

job performance is adversely affected because of the

use of alcohol, leave of absence without pay for 90

days shall be given.

During such leave of absence,

employees who have not previously availed themselves
of treatment in a University-selected treatment center
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are eligible for this option for a period not to ex-

ceed 30 days, but without pay.

If the employee re-

jects such leave of absence or fails to satisfy the

Provost or the Vice President for Employee Relations
and the University Psychiatrist that he or she has

become rehabilitated during this 90 day period, ter-

mination for cause shall occur in accordance with the
University procedures established for the employee.
During, or at the conclusion of said 90 day period,
if,

in the opinion of the Provost or the Vice Pres-

ident for Employee Relations and the University Psy-

chiatrist, the employee demonstrates adequate evi-

dence of rehabilitation, the employee shall be per-

mitted to return to his or her position of employment,
with the understanding that a recurrence of drinking
problems such as to affect job performance shall be
cause for termination in accordance with established

University procedures.
f.

If the employee, after rehabilitation, again demon-

strates that his or her job performance is adversely

affected by use of alcohol, the case shall be handled
on an ad hoc basis.
g.

The University will assvune financial responsibility
for confinement to an alcoholic treatment center once

only.
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h.

If terminated for cause under this policy, the em-

ployee may apply for reemployment not earlier than
one year following termination, and reemployment shall
be considered based on circumstances at that time.

2.

Employees with Less than Two Years of Service (and
Who Do Not Have Tenur"e )
When the Provost or the Vice President for Employee

Relations is satisfied from his investigation that corrective action is required with respect to an employee with
less than two years of service, each case shall be handled

on an individual basis taking into account the seriousness
of the problem and the potential value of the employee if

rehabilitated.

Such an employee may be terminated for

cause without attempted rehabilitation, but ordinarily an

effort will be made to assist such an employee to become
rehabilitated, utilizing the procedures outlined above,
except that the University will not ordinarily undertake
the expense of treatment at a treatment center and ordi-

narily will terminate rather than grant a leave of absence
to an employee whose job performance is adversely affected

by the use of alcohol during the period of probation.

Nothing in these procedures abrogates established

University policies and procedures for dismissal.
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